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weeks, according t the records ot
the local United States immigration
station. Eignty crossed from
points today, the heaviest day
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FRIDAY, MARCH

14,

STORM

Ariz., March

1.

Display-

ing perfect discipline the victorious
state troops today -- araded the streets
of Nogales, Sonora. The military authorities instituted good order, closing all saloons on the Mexican side
and policing the outlying districts
of the Mexican border towns.
Leaders of the contending forces in
yesterday's battle differ largely as to
the kUled and wounded, and probably the actual loss in slain never
will be known. Colonel Kosterlitzky
of the federal garrison, a refugee
here, estimates his losses as only
three killed, six .wounded and eight
taken prisoners, while he asserts that
the attackers lost at least 100 dead.
On the contrary, General Obregon
declared today that his ioss was only
11 killed and 42 wounded, while the
federal loss is given by Obregon as
16 dead and 31 wounded
The American Red . Cross volunteers have treated 45 wounded. Twenty-two
of the most serious are In the
hospitals here.' The nurses on'.y
found five dead, but many more are
believed to be in the fatal canyon
where a party of the attackers was
trapped early in the day. A rescue
party set out today to seek more
wounded and locate the bodies of
he dead on the field.
Colonel Wilder of the Fifth United States cavalry, held a conference
at the international line today with
General Obregon, commanding the
Sonora state troops which captured
Nogales, Sonora. The meeting was at
the suggestion of Colonel Wilder
a.nd was for the purpose of discussing
provisions for keeping order and
reaching an understanding regarding
neutrality regulations. Obregon promised to keep order in the Mexican
portion of the town, and expressed
sorrow at the wounding of one American soldier1 and three Mexicans on the
American side of the line. United
States customs inspectors seized 47
head of horses belonging to the federal troops. The horses were brought
across the line by the federal refugees
last night.

on record.
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NIGHT
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Rebel Fired Across the Line
Washington. March 14. It was ex-- i
petted that Brigadier General Tasker
H. Bliss would arrive at Nogales, Arizona, today from Fort Sam Houston,

IN CLOSING HOURS

Texas.

liet:t?n:.nt Colonel Tate has reported to General Illlss that the bullets
whii h poured into Nogales, Arizona,
jeopardizing Americon lives, apparently came from the Mexican rebels
and that he did not return the fire,
as in so doing he would have been
more likely to hit the federals than
those whose carelessness had been responsible for the shots which entered
American territory."
Re:ovls irom Juare; indicate conditions there and elsewhere along the
border quiet. Railroad and telegraph
service in Chihuahua is regular. General Bliss has been informed that the
federals are manufacturing bombs in
the railroad shops In Chihuahua.
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NOT GET APPROVAL
OF THE SENATE.

FRANKFORT

Santa Fe, N. M., March 14. The
Tex., March 14. .No con- submission o a constitutional amena-meu- t
firmation of the reported capture and
changing the terms of state
execution of Governor Carranza, the and county officers from four to two
Coahuila constitutionalist leader, nas years with the right to succeed thembeen received here. The report came selves once, and of another to perlast night in a private telegram.
mit the state to adopt a modern taxaborder is quiet tion system; the passage of the disThe
today. The scene of the reported trict attorney salary bill; the passage-o- f
a county salary bill; the enactfighting in Mexico opposite the Texas 'line Is 50 to 100 miles in the in- ment of two local option laws, one
,
terior.
applying to cities and the other to
rural districts; the passage of one of
Diaz Supports Huerta.
the most stringent
laws
in the United States; the enactment
Naples, March 14. Gejneral
Diaz, former president of Mexi- of a law permitting the assessment
co, who arrived here yesterday from of property on a true basis and its
of
Egypt, today sent instructions to his valuation for taxation at
friends and followers In Mexico to its value; the( appropriation of $30,-00for an exhibit at the San Diego
support Provisional President Huerta
and work for the
the ratification of the
expojsition;
of peace throughout the republic.
direct election of senators amendment to the United States constituCarranza Still Alive
tion and the creation of two new
Eagle Pass, Tex. March 14. Car- counties, namely Aguilar, which is to
ranza leaders in Piedros Negras po- be formed of a portion of Mora and
In a smair section of Colfax, and Sumner,
sitively deny- - there- Is.
y
the reported capture and execution of
which is to be composed of
Governor Carranza. They claim to
nearly all of which is now'erm-braee- d
have received a telegram from him
in the county of Guadalupe;
'
this morning.
are a few, of the accomplishments of
the second session of the first state
n
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Frankfort on the Main, Germany,
14. Three hundred Albanian
inhabitants of Liunie in the Turkish
province of Kossovo, were shot and
killed without trial yesterday by Servian troops, according- to a dispatch
from Uskup to. the jrankfort Gazette.
The inhabitants of the district totalled 400. "They were unarmed peasants and
did not follow the example of the
rest of the Albanians in fleeing to
the mountains,'' says the report.
"All were captured by a column of
Servian troops, who, after shooting
300 of them, brought the surviving
100 prisoners o Prisvend, the capital
of the province. '
March
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Storm Kills Eighteen.
Rome, Ga., March' 14 Eighteen are ELEVEN
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reported dead and many Injured as
the result of the storm which swept
LEARN over northwest
TO
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Many Killed In Columbus.
Columbus, Ga., March 14. A storm

of cyclonic proportions struck Columbus early today, causing damage estimated at several hundred thousand
dollars. Twelve persons were reportSOUTH IS VISITED BY TEMPEST ed kil'ied. Factories and residence FIVE KILLED IN COLLISION NEAf?
were blown down and street traffic
WHICH CAUSES TWENTY-THRENEB., THIS
GOTHENBERG,

NEWS OF THE MASSACRE IS RECEIVED IN MESSAGE TO THE

APPOINTEES OF THE GOVERNOR

Laredo,

-

communication and later reports, it
is feared, will swell the list of casualties. Relief parties were sent out
from here early today.
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LEGISLATURE MEMBER OF THE BALKAN ALLt

FOR THIRD TIME FIXE9

Carranza's Death Not Confirmed.

Texas-Mexica-

relic:

'

Widespread storms of cyclonic Intensity swept ever the middle west
and the south during the last 24
hours, cut their way through towns
and cities of five states, snuffed out
scores of lives, made hundreds home-'ies- s
and destroyed property valued
high in the millions. At noon today
51 persons were reported killed and
the death list was growing.
Other sections of the country from
the Great Lakes to the gulf and the
eastern seaboard to the Rockies were
swept by gales, rain and snow.
The storm took Its heaviest toll
of life in Alabama, Tennessee and
northwestern Georgia. From Nashville and Memphis came reports of
cyclones half a mile wide, sweeping
through five counties, tumbling over
Allies Name Terms
scores of houses, crushing a half doz14.
of
The
March
thet
reply
Sofia,
Balkan allies on the question of med- - en towns and killing 20 persons.
iation by the powers was presented Rome, Ga., told a similar story of
today to the foreign legations here. the storm in northwestern Georgia
nations' during the night, placing the dead
It declares that the Balkan
mediation on at eighteen. A cyclone 100 yards
will accept I'- - ip'-awideplowed through DeKalb county,
the foHirw1iis; j'wtftioris-- :
Georgia, just east of Atlanta, cut it
a
for
of
negotiations
First, as basis
the delimitation of the territory be- off from the world and killed five
tween Turkey and the Balkan allies a1 persons.
Two persons were killed in Columline shall be drawn from Rodesto on
the Sea of Marmora to Cape Malatra, bus, Ga.; six in northern Alabama.
which passed into history seven miles south of Midia on the A
gale that passed over ChiASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL. legislature
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Second. Turkey shall cede the Is- exceed by far the earlier estimate.
the days and when both houses adjourned
torney general, representing
Many New York towns have been
United States before the customs today they had been in practically lands of the Aegean Sea to the allies. cut off from the world and In sections
renounce
24
all
her
shall
over
hours,
Third, Turkey
court. It was said Mx. Malone was continuous session for
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Snow In Middle West.
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to read the report recommending that jects and their trade in the Ottoman
impeding railroad traffic.
the senate refuse to confirm the nom- - empire as well as the guarantees to iously
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'John D. W. Veeder, for member of standing of their racial brothers who barometric conditions are far below
against an overwhelming force of
penings ol the world, the lat;iie board of water commissioners, and are Ottoman subjects.
est style and at least an everyels, unconditional surrender, or flight
normal.
across the Arizona line; these are the;
of Benjamin Sanches for insurance
day knowledge of music, litera-ture- ,
Indications are that the storm will
Balkans Will Not Yield.
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superintendent.
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era! Ojeda, the federal, commander,
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the garrison there, reached Naco durmore business and that the senate tion. Hostilities are to continue until reports received here today from
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world.
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daybreak this morning to pursue the
night
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federal general, and later in the day
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members of the opposite political
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All
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Five Killed In One County.
ness, but the effort was coolly reSouth of Naco are more state troops
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Atlanta, Ga March 14. Five are
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under Diequiez, while a force from
the hour you must rend it carermor
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dead and at least a score injured,
Washington,
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and
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no
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Governor
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in the closing hour
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I'dne
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west. The constitutionalists, in their
the advertisements in THE
consideration for an and hail storm which swept the seca
they were weary and nervous from jident Wilson's
eagerness to pursue Ojeda, left
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of treas- tion just east of the ctly last night.
loss of sleep) but an attempt on the appointment to the position
rorce or only un men to guard Agua
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States.
United
to kill urer of
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also the governor's
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WARM WELCOME

Toronto, Can.. March 14. Lr, Fried- mann said today that when he return
ed to New York tomorrow he expected
to find a much friendlier attitude on
the part of the medical profession to
ward his treatment for tuberculosis.
"I believe
the prejudice which
greeted me on my arrival there
said the German specialist, "has been
removed. I have been invited to use
the facilities of several hospitals and
as
will continue my demonstrations
soon as I return."
Dr. Frledmann said he had received
encouraging reports concerning the
patients he treated In New York and
that he was anxious to see them
again. - He expected to return to
Canada, before long, he said, to ex
amine his patients.
REPORTS ARE CONFLICTING.
Denver, March 14. Th'e findings
of the senate committee on privileges
and elections, which has been Investigating the charges against Senator
Casimiro Barela, were presented to
the senate today. There are two reports. One, signed by Senators Berry and Parrsh, declared that the
charges of fraud in the election of
Barela were not proven. The other,
signed by Senators Helen Ring RobinC. Robinson, A. F. Folter,
son,-Wr
B'iakey and lies, holds that Barela
was elected by fraud and recommends that he be unseated and N. N.
installed in his
Wycoff, democrat

NEBRASKA

TO1

INVESTIGATE

STATE COMMISSION WILL TRY TO
DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF
THE ACCIDENT
Gothenberg, Neb., March 14, Unloa
Pacific passenger train No. 2, known
as the Colorado Special, from Denver,
ran Into train No. 4, the Atlantic Express, from Portland, here at Z
o'clock this morning during a Minding snow storm, killing foar passengers and seriously injuring 11 others.
The dead.
Sal-

EDMUND R. OUSTENIIATJTT.

amanca, N. Y., traveling salesman.
AUGUST MEYERS, Wall Lake, la.
MEYERS, "Wall
MRS. AUGUST
Lake, Iowa.
MRS. EDITH HOON STOCXCWELL,
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Mr. and Mrs. Meyers were en route
home from Long Beach, Calif.
Mrs. Stockwell was the wife of Sergeant Stockwell, ol tie Fourth field
artillery. She was enroute to Des
Moines.

The seriously Injured:
O. R-- Ordler, Walker, Iowa, internal
injuries.
W. H. Nickerson, Cheyenne, back
siiralned, cuts.
alliW. G. Tinney, Omaha, a ii4-?- pi
ed, bruised.
A. R. Colvln, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
back sprained.
place.
F. J. Laughlin, Omaha, body bruis
ed, cuts.
Edward Rose, Omaha, back sprain
JUDGES MAY HIRE ed, cuts and bruises.
Mrs. E. E. Bagley, Allen, Neb., less
sprained, bruises.
ADDITIONAL HELP J. G. Kincaid, Norfolk. Neb., back
sprained, body bruised.
C. M. Terrence, Charles City, Iowa,
bruises
and cuts.
OVERITS
COLORADO PERMITS
George F. Brown, Tonopah, Nev
WORKED JUDICIARY TO PAY
internal injuries, bruises.
FOR ASSISTANCE. '
General Scott, Omaha, bruises.
Relief trains were sent to the scene
Denver, March 14. The public utilthe wreck from Omaha and Grandt
of
be
ities bill was scheduled to
brought
.i"tJ the lnjumr were started
?. oVloek
Island.
at
this
the
house
after
up
noon for further consideration
and for Omaha at 7:45 o'clock.
the supporters and opponents of SecTwo Freights Collide
tion 35 were lining up their forces for
14.
Two
Neb., March
Omaha,
batto
a
be finish
what was expected
tle. The" disputed section provides freight trains on the Union Pacific
that the commission, created by the collided at Herdon, Neb., early tobill, shall have power to legalize stock day. Three men are reported miss!
ing.
and bond Issues for new
corporations and legalize any propos-- j
Commission Visits Wreck
ed increase in stock and Iwnd issues
a
Lincoln. Neb., March 14. The
of existing corporations.
,
state railway commission was
The tuberculosis registration
bill;
ban been before. Governor K. M. Am-- ! this morning notified by Edson Rich,
mons for consideration for several general attorney of the Union Pacific,
days. 'Opponents of the measure have of two wrecks on that road today, one
presented their claims to the gover-- j at Sidney and one nt Gothenberg", and
nor in an effort to secure bis veto. It was requested to make an investigawas announced today that L P. Mor- tion at once. Commissioners Clarke,
ris, representing the Red Cross in the and Hall, together with V. G. Powell,
Rocky Mountain regiont will appear the commission's accounting expert,
before the governor tomorrow to urge left on a 10:40 o'clock train to visit
the signing of the measure in behalf the scenes of the wrecks.
of his organization.
The house today concurred in the
senate amendments to the; highway
MRS. CLARKSON CAUGHT.
11. Mrs. Mabel
commission hill and the commission
Chicago, March
merchant bill. The latter measure Clarkson, who is alleged to have deprovides that all commission mer serted her husband, a minlater, to
chants sha'il take out a state license fiy with Owen D. Conn, a burglar
and furnish a bond and shall keep a under arrest at San Francisco, 'wis
record of all produce consigned to detained at Milwaukee today as ehw
was about to take a train to Chicago,
them, together wILb. Its disposition.
The senate pase'd on third reading according to a special to. the Jourj.il
the Gates bill authorizing stoclc In- from the former city.
spectors to enforco the state humane
Another Woman Arrested.
laws and the humane officers to inDetroit, Mich., March 14. Detroit
spect stock.
The Ashton bill permitting county police today placed under arrcs-tludges In counties of from 15,000 to Mrs. J. Pope In connection with the
100,000 population to employ addition- Conn burglary case at San Franci-.cal help was passec on third reading, They Immediately bcan a sporch of
as wa3 also the Norvcll game law.
her effects. Mrs. Pop nd 1m frst
The senate defeated the Affoitcr met Conn In San Kranciwo ar.J
bi'il providing an additional Juflje In" him veit Plie
i;.ims flic does not
the Kifihth Judicial district.
know Mrs, Mald Clarkson.
.
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Attractive Neckwear
The new season's Neckwear is
unusually dainty and desirable
St les are varied and range from
the small bow to the larne
jabots. Prices exceptionally low

!

m

26c to

$1.SO

An Interesting Display of the New and Beautiful Garments and Dress Accessories
Which Will Interest Every Woman In This Vicinity
EXCEPTIONAL

VALUES

IN

DAINTY WAISTS

EASTER MILLINERY OF UNUSUAL BEAUTY
STRICTLY

FOR EASTER WEAR

HANDSOME

SUITS

COATS

AND

FOR

The new Season's Millinery maintains the supremacy of the line in style, beauty and attractiveness.

EVERY OCCASION

Both Fancy and Lingerie waists will be extremely popular this season and justly so for never
have the styles been more dainty and desirable.
Silk waists will be worn in plain and fancy effects with trimmings of high color and the Chiffon
overdrape will have another strong season. These
come in a variety of styles and qualities at $3.00
to $10.00.
Lingerie waists were never more beautiful than
at present; Styles are all new and radically different from past seasons effects and are more desirable. Colored trimmings on these garments will
be extremely popular. Prices $1.00 to
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Small or medium shapes will have the prefer"
ence though the larger shape will be seen frequent- -

'Other beautiful suits in plain or fancy fabrics, made In
silk lined, best inner l'nings, silk

the latest style models,
faced shields, at

You'll like the new styles
on.

$15.00 to $32.50

$3.50 to $15. OO
DESIRABLE WASH FABRICS

DRESS GOODS AND SILKS
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL FOOTWEAR

The new Season's fabrics possess all the beauty
and richness known to the weaver's art. Plain and
Brocaded effects are racing each other for first
place, with neither in the lead.

Wash fabrics are always much in demand but
never more so than this season- - nor have the
textures, styles, patterns and colors been more
desirable. Ratine, either silk or cotton, is. a strong
favorite and comes in white and colors. Pointieles,
Voiles and Tissues are also very popular.
Soft, sheer fabrics of any character will be
shown the preference and are especially adaptable
to the prevailing fashions.
We are showing an excellent variety of desirable
fabrics.

departmsnt contains the largest line of Fashion's latest dictates in shoes, oxfords, and pumps for women
and children
New and desirable models in such popular shades as
Elephant Grey, Tan, White and Black are the favorites with
white strongly in the lead.
You'll be able to fin d what you want in this variety.
Our shoe

Bright, radiant colors are prime favorites and
w'll be much in evidence in the Easter costumes.

SILK

02 MO to C&.G9
Las Veas'Loading Store

PETTICOATS

SILK HOSIERY
Your Spring costume is not complete without Silk Hosiery. We are
showing a splendid variety in black
white, tan and colors. The latest is
the "Shaded" hose shading from one
deep tone to another. See these.

One !ot of well made petticoats,

made from Charmeuse, Messaline
and Taffeta of good grades, all colors
e
and
effects, a garment of
style and quality at 92mB0 each.
two-ton-

Established

Senate Bill No. 209 by Senator Holt
of Dona Ana:
An act to prohibit gambling.
Be it Enacted by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
Section 1. That any person who
shall play for money or other thing
or value any game of chance, by
whatsoveer name known or howso
ever played, upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine of not
more than-on- e
hundred dollars, or by STATE ENGINEER RETURNS FROM
TELLING OF,
WASHINGTON
Imprisonment for not to exceed three
ROAD
NEW
THE
or
both.
months,
Sec. 2. That any person who con
Santa Fe, N. M., March 14. That a
ducts or operates any such game, or
who knowingly permits
any such plan is under way to have the United
game to be played upon premises of States government build highways
which he is the owner, lesee or occu connecting the 48 capitals of the
pant, upon conviction thereof shall be states in the union was the declarapunished by a fine of not more than tion of State Engineer James A.
five hundred dollars or by imprison- French, upon his return from Washment for not more than six months, or ington, D. C.
Mr. French has been attending the
both.
Sec. 3. That any officer
charged convention of "Federal Aid for Good
with the enforcement of tills act who Roads" and he said this morning:
"It was most, gratifying to see the
shall knowingly and wilfully fail to
prosecute violations hereof, upon con- interest taken in good roads and the
viction thereof shall be punished by a necessity of Uncle Sam doing some
fine of not more than one hundred thing to boost road building. Every
dollars, or by imprisonment for not to state in the union had two or three
exceed three months, or both.
delegates at that convention. New
See. 4. That it .s necessary for the Mexico was there and her represents
preservation of the public peace and tives have come home filled with the
safety in the inhabitants of the state possibilites of the future.
"Of course it Is a large sum of mon
of New Mexico, that this act become
effective at the earliest possible time, ey that the government would have
and therefore an emergency Is hereby to put up to make the linking up of
declared to exist, and this act Bhall the 48 capitals possible. It was eslake effect and he in full force and timated two or three hundred million
effect from and after Its passage and dollars would be required but this
huge sum could be realized by a small
approval.
tax placed on tobacco. Many other
plans were discussed at the convenTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
UROMO Quinine tion and we found! that all sorts of
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it measures were knocking at the doors
Some good road enthufails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- of congress.
d
the United. States
wished
siasts
nature is on each box. 25c.

GREAT

Santa Fe, N. M., March 14. The
law is now In full
Holt
force and effect in the state of New
Mexico, being signed by Governor
McDonald this week, and any man
who hereafter plays casino with his
wife or seven-uwith the hoys is in
danger of imprisonment in the county
jail for a period which will give him
plenty of time to ponder upon his evil
ways and to cuss a legislature which
allowed itself to be stampeded by a
bunch of charming Indies.
The law just enacted is said to be
one of the most stringent in the Uni
ted States and prohibits games of
chance of whatever kind.'-- ' No more
will the church fair raffle be allowed
to flourish in the land, no more will
tho common geezer be Importuned to
purchase a chance on a second hand
automobile to help pay the funeral
expenses of Its late owner. No more
may the festive sport shake with the
poli to clerk to see whether he pays
for two cipavs, or none. Yesterdny all
these things were proper and legal,
they are under the han of the
law and foolhardy Indeed will be he
who wilt take a chance on anything.
T'm former New Yorker must go ont
'.n of the state If ho would back the
f:!nio to win the 1313 pennant, and
i
will probably be declared unlawful
to ever think about a. bridge game or
a horse race.
The bill Is a simple document and
Khort, but It accomplishes ita purpose,
and to assure Its enforcement the
a
thoughtful Senator Holt Inserted
provision under which any officer of
the law who falls to enforce it may
be fined the neat little sura of $100
or cast into durance vile tor a period
of three months, or both such fine and
imiTisonmerit. if the court happens to
have: u grouch when the culprit cornea
before him. Following is the text of
p

y

It.

wl.'cb

W

BUILT

TO BUY A CHANCE ON AN AR
FAIR
TICLE AT A CHURCH
WILL BE ILLEGAL; GOSH11

the

HIGHWAY

SURE 10

C GARS

come in and try them

V

Soft clinging fabrics, so necessary for the new
draperies, are much in demand in both wool and
silk.

"SHOO!" FOR

I

Riotous colors and a profusion f flowers seems
to be the predominating ideas in trimming.
Shapes are new and desirable and are made from
a variety of fabrics.

$22.50 to $45.00

$5.00.

V. :.

--

garment characterized by a seasonabje freshness
and daintiness that is irresistibly charming. An excellent
variety embracing all the new poplar models, desirable weaves
and fashionable colors.
Suits of tne famous ' Wooltex" and "Printzess" make,
every desirable quality, unequalled style and guaranteed for two seasons wear, at
Kvery

grid-Irone-

with
Foley Kidney Pills will reach jour
individual caae If you have any form
of kidney or bladder
tro.tb!c, any
backache, rheumatism, uric acid poisoning or irregular and painful kidney
action.
They are strengthening, tonic and curative, and contain no habit

of

transcontinental

high

others, had an idea that cities!
a certain population should be link-

ways;

building plan will come up for early
consideration during Mr. Wilson's administration."
Mr. French discussed the inaugural
parade and said it proved the greatest In point of numbers ever witnessed in Washington. Discussing
the
suffragettes' troubles Mr. French de
clared that the general opinion in
Washington was that the people of
Washington rather resented the presence of suffragettes in the inaugural
parade and felt that they were "intruding." Hence the reception accorded them. Mr. French stated that
on the way home h met many suffragettes on the train and violent arguments arose between suffragettes
and men opposed to their theories.

PAPE'S OIAPEPSIN
REGULATES
TIME IT!

SoutkSidoPlat

1862

STOMACH

Cold, La Grippe, Then Pnoumonlr
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
system, and lower the vital resist-enct,
R. G. Collins, postmaster,
N. J., says: "I was troubled
with a severe La Grippe cough which
completely exhausted me. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound soon stopped the coughing spells entirely. It
can't be beaf'O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
A

turns be accepted at full valuation
only.
Owing to the fact that certain tax
legislation has been introduced in the

MUST ASSESS ALL

Bar-nega-

MARSHALL IS 59
Washington, March 14. Vice Presi-

dent Marshall entered upon his sixtieth year today, having been born
March 14, 1854. The vice president
did not allow the anniversary to interfere with the regular routine work
that he has established since coming
to Washington. But the facl) of the
anniversary became known ahout the
capitol early in the day and many
senators and others dropped into the
office of the vice president to offer
their greetings.

IN FIVE MINUTES
CAS.
AND INDIGESTION

PROPERTY

legislature the assessor of San Miguel
county has received legal advice not
to begin assessments until after adjournment of the state legislature,
which will take place tomorrow.
Property owners are urged to use
extraordinary care in making returns
in order that the assessor may avoid
the necessity of making arbitrary increases.
It is the opinion of thoss who are
well informed on such matters that
a full and complete return of proper-tyt- y
at full value will ma'je possible'
a reduction in the tax levy whereby
the taxes in San Miguel county will-bas little if not less than than last
year. Warning is given that all those
persons making misrepresentations to
the assessors regarding their proper
ty will be subject to prosecution for
perjury.

AT

FULL VALUE
PENDING ACTION
BY LEGISLATURE ASSESSOR WILL OBEY
EQUALIZATION BOARD

The state board of equaliztion at
ita recent session made a ruling
that all property must be assessed at
its full cash value. Heretofore the
board has prescribed a minimum
at
which different classes of lands and
livestock should be assessed, but now
declines to fix any amounts, saying
that the assessor must see to it that
all property is returned and that re

SOURNESS

IS GONE

CAPITAL PAID IN

some foods you eat hit back-ta- ste
good, but work badly; ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick.
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. and
Mrs. Dyspetic Jot this down: Pape's
Dlapepsin .sets everything, leaving no
thing to oour and upset you. There
never wa sanything so safely quick,
No difference
so. certainly effective.
how badly your stomach Is disordered you will get hapy relief In five
minutes, but what pleases you most
Is that It strengthens and regulates
your stomiich so you can eat your favorite foods without fear.
Most remedies give you relief Bome-time- s
they are slow but not sure.
Dlapepsin Is quick, positive and puts
your stomach In 8 healthy condition
so the misery won't come back.
You feel different as soon as Dia
the
pepsin comes In contact with
stomach distress Just vanishes your
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no
belching, no eructations of undigested
food, your head clears and you feel
Do

S 100.000.00

'

SURPLUS
S

'
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V.
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V
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J. M. Cunningham,

Frank Springer,

President.

D. T.

Vice-Preside-

Hosklns, Cashier.
Ass't. Cash.

B. S. Lewis,

LAS VEGAS
Interest

Paid On Time Deposits

LAS

ed together, and so forth.
"The "connecting of capitals, how
ever, seems a project to awaKen immediate interest of congress and we
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer and have been informed on the best autied Cross Drug Co. Adv.
thority that congress is really anxious fine.
Go now, make the best investment '4
to lend a national hand to the good
rheumatism
Many sufferers from
ever made hy getting a large
the
in
States.
United
roads
scheme
you
have been surprised and delighted
case of Papo's Dlapepsin from
with the prompt relief afforded by The adv,ent of the automobile and the
applying Chamberlain's Liminent. Not delight motoring has given to count-los- s any drus; store. You realize in five
one case of rheumatism in ten rethousands as well as the Iremend-ou- s minutes how needless It Is to suffer
quires any internal treatment whatadvantages of highway locomotion from indigestion, dyspepsia or any
ever. This liminent is for sole by
is officially known 8b
Adv.
make it certain that a great road stomach dlnorder.
all dealers. Adv.

I

'

VEGASJANGS
CAPITAL STOCK

-

.

BANK

$30,000 00

Office Willi the San Mijjuel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON
H. W, KELLY
D.

President
Vice President

T. HOSKINS

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

LA3 VEGAS DAILY OPTiC, FRIDAY, MARCH

PURER
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Stri Yozsr BoJjy

With S&and Health

NEB YORK'S

Regular Bowel Movement from Childhood on Forestalls Future

SUBWAY

March

14.

According

THREE

THE Excellent Rcmcd'
For Brcnsh.O

OR

LOSS OF HER

Serious Diseases

HAS A PLAN
CIVIL , ENGINEER
FOR VENTILATING UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.
New York,

BABY

A

14, 1913.

POSITION?.

We cannot all start life with the
advantages of money, but every child
born is entitled to the heritage of
good health Through unfortunate
ignorance or carelessness in the feeding of a baby its tiny stomach may
become
The disorder
deranged
spreads to the Dowels and before the

NEW YORK TEACHER'S APPLICATION IS CAUSING CONSIDERABLE CONTROVERSY.
New

York,

March

'

I

ro, los Lunas; Marcos C. de Baca,
Bernalillo.
New Companies
Several companies filed incorpora
tion papers with the state corporation
commission. The companies are:
The Otero Copper company, at Oro
Grande, Otero county, with Norval J,
Welsh, agent
Capitalization, $250
000, divided Into 150,000 shares pre
ferred and 100,000 shares common at
$1 each.
The stockholders: D. Bruce
Smith, EI Paso; N. J. Welsh, Oro
Grande, and E. C. Houghton, each tak
ing 2,500 shares preferred and 2,500
common stock.
The Sooorro Mining and Milling
company of West Virginia, capitaliz
ed at $2,000,000, with office at Mogol- lon, Thomas V. Cconey, agent, was ad
mitted to New Mexico.
The Regent Mining and Development company, office at Cooney, So
corro county, P. M. MacGregor, agent.
The authorized stock is $1,000,000, divided into a million shares at $1 each.
The company begins with a paid in
capital of $604,202. The stockholders
are: I. N. Heidelberg, of New York.
$177,500; C. F. Leng, New York, $321,-6GIsaac Kaufman, $74,750; Hugh
Hall, $16,000; William J. Hoffman,

VM

SOUTIJVEST

TO BE BETTER

THAN EVER
THIS YEAR'S EDITION
OF THE
NORMAL ANNUAL IS EXPECTED TO BREAK RECORDS

The
The Southwest Wind, the annual of
of "motherhood vacations" prom- the Normal University, will be tha
ises to furnish the board of educa
best this year that, has ever been is
tion the liveliest Issue it has ever
sued by the school, according to the
faced at Its next meeting.
The question grew out of the
editor, S. O. Barker.
appli.
subways,
"Material has been coming in so
cation of Mrs. Frank D.
DIXIE ASKEW DUDLEY
Edgell,
aside from the financing," he says, often result
says Mr. Barker, "that we will
fast,
teacher
of
physical training in ErasThere is, however, no occasion for
"is the ventilation of the tube. Evmus Hall High Bchool, Brooklyn, for
tion.
liver
bilitrouble, indigestion,
ery one who uses the subway in the alarm, and the sensible thing to do
a year's leave of absence without
summer time realizes how wretch- but it should be done instantly is ousness, headaches, and the various
for the purpose of bearing and
pay
other disorders of the stomach, liver
MRS. D. EVANS.
edly bad the air is, and even though to give the baby a dose of a mild
for a child. The board of educaring
and
bowels
laxative-toniSyracuse, N. Y. (Special). "It is
more
is
suitable
In the opinion ot a
nothing
you stand between cars and breathe
with
that I recommend Duffy's
Dr. Cald- cation refused to grant the desired Pure pleasure
the air of which tue entire tube is great many people, among them such than this mild laxative-tonic- ,
Malt Whiskev. which I can rnn- but
the
leave,
school
reorganized
well's
high
Syrup Pepsin.
persons as the parents
scientiousiy say restored me to perfect
filled, rather than the
in the car,
committee voted to report in favor health.
I was unsuccessfully doctoring
Two generations of people are us
the lungs still cry out for oxygen. of Dixie Dudley, Magnolia, Ark., the
of the petition.
iui uiuuiMiius wiien i was recommended
An analysis of the subway air will proper remedy is Dr. Caldwell's Syr- ing it today, and thousands of famiInterest In the case has spread to to take Uutty's fure Alalt Whiskey.
lms remarkable
medicine promutlvshow that it is criminal to make hun up Pepsin.' Mrs. Earl Dud'iey writes: lies keep it constantly in the house, all
parts of the country, and many in- cueuieu
,
,tT.t a cure. ,, ivxrs. u., ,vans.
dreds of thousands of people spend Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the for every member of the family can
New York, $8,150; C. William Mein-eckteresting
favorable
unopinions,
and
approximately two hours a day in best medicine I ever used. It cured use it. It can be obtained of any favorable to Mrs.
New York, $3,200; R. S. Reim,
Edgell, have been
my baby of flatulency colic when the druggist at fifty cents or one dollar
such an atmosphere.
New York. $2,500; P. M. MacGregor,
Dr. George L. Mieylan,
expressed.
"Numerous schemes have been doctors failed; it cured my husband a bottle, the latter being the size
!
II.
professor of pnysica't education at
.Man
proposed for the ventilating of the of constipation. My home shall never bought by families who already know Columbia
one
and
of
University
the is universally moorsea Dy leading
tubes, but they have all been pro- be without Syrup Pepsin." It is a its value. Results are always guar- noted authorities in
the country, fav- clergymen, doctors, educators, nurses,
pleasant-tastinevor
anteed
will
which
money
be
refunded.
Jaxative,
subsidized
who
by
posed
engineers,
ors "motherhood vacations."
lawyers, as well as business men and MOTHER! WATCH THE
women in all walks of hfe. as one of the
make only such propositions as re- ery person likes. It is mild- If no member of your family has
A Man's View or the Case.
world's createst medicines and tonic
and 'contains that most ex- ever used Syrup
quire little or no expense and conPepsin and you
"To grant a, year s vacation would stimulants.
CHILDREN'S BOWELS
sume no power. The Interborouzn cellent of all digestants, pepsin.
would like to make a personal trla'; benefit not
S. Omar Barker,
f
AH druersists. erocers and dealers.
Mrs. Edgell, but the
only
has made attempts at placing breathThis remedy is especially intended of it before buying it in, the regular child she desires to
fl.00 a large bottle. Be sure vou get
Into the cne
bring
ers where the action of the train for infants, children, women, old peo- way of a druggist, send vour address
suostitutes are injurious,
not be in a position to use more than
Dr. Meylan declared. "For rha genuine;
worm,
Cross, Feverish, Sick or Tongue
Dully Malt Whiskey Co, Rochester, N. Y-win force out some air and draw In ple and all others to whom harsh
a postal will do to W. B. Caldwell, three months
f
of it."
before the birth of
Coated Give "Syrup of
a corresponding amount. They have cathartics, salt waters, pills, etc., are 417 Washington St., Monticello, 111.,
Last year the students did not take
child a mother should be free from
Figs"
also attempted to use valve vanes
so great interest as they have this
distressing. In fact, in the common and a free sample bottle will be mail- all worry, excitement and labor. And
that is, devices which let the bad air disorders of life, such as constipa- ed you.
year. C. II. Thomason, business manafter the child Is born, she should
Every mother immediately realizes
out and restrict it from coming back.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
be allowed to devote all of her time
after giving her child delicious Syrup ager of the Southwest Wind, has se-It may also be said to their credit va'is so that not too great a column selveB. This action or he Interbor- for nine
months to tactng proper care
of Figs that this Is the ideal laxative
that they have attempted to install of air need be pushed by the train. ough in placing fans in the cars for of it. Both mother
and
and physic for the children. Nothing
child
would
some blower systems, such as at the Breathers should
be provided at the purpose of mixing the microbe-lade- be
else regulates the little one's stomach,
greatly benefited. The child would
N
banta
both
ends
14.
so
comFe,
of
M.,
stations
no
that
March
air only shows that this
the
Gover
Brooklyn Bridge station; but the
be stronger in body ana mind, and
nor William C. McDonald has named liver and SO feet of tender bowels so
futility of such methods seems to a air may be entrapped between the pany is attempting by simple means the country Is in need of
ehllstrong
delegates to the first national confer- - promptly, besides they dearly love its
ventilating engineer something next train standing at th station and the to hoodwink the passengers, who are dren."
ence on marketing and farm credits delightful fig taste.
to insanity.
train approaching the station. The poorly informed on the subject of
Herman Metz, former comptroller which
If your child isn't feeling well;
meets in Chicago April 8. The
"Just One Way."
housing of the separate tubes would ventilation.
and now a Brooklyn
congressman
nicely; eating regularly and
resting
are
exas
little
'"
follows.
delegates
that
additional
knows
there
require very
"Every engineer
"By separating the etations from agreed with Dr. Meylan that women
acting naturally it is a sure sign that
is just one way of ventilating a tube, pense.
A. M. Gillespie,
the train tubes by glass partitions who desire to become mothers
Hillsboro; D. H its little inaldes need a
should
thor
gentle,
"There
are
and that is by the force of the trains
only two possible dis the drafts now experienced on the be
Hartley, Clayton; H. G. Tixler, Claygiven a vacation.
at once.
themselves. Of course it will require advantagesone the slight additional stairways and :n the elevator shafts
ton; Alex Shipley, Clovis; Ben Craw ough cleansing
demands
women
"Humanity
that
When
cross,
irritable,
feverish, stom
a little more powewr, perhaps 2 or cost for power ana the other the will have vanished. Warm, comfort- he
given every opportunity to bring ford, Hollene; C. W. Williams, Arte. ach sour, breath bad or your little one
3 per cent more.
But the trains way the air would be blown through able stations will then be provided.
strong and healthy children into the sia; George M. Cooke, Carlsbad; John has stomach ache, diarhoea, sore
themselves must push the air out thel stations by the approaching and Subway employes who now either
declared Mr Metz, who at Hund, Deming; A. L. Taylor, Deming; throat, full of cold, congue coated;
world,"
and bring in a new supply. The fu- departing train This latter objection die of pneumonia or expect to will one time was
a member of the edu A. A. Beeman, Elida; T. A. Muirhead, give a teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs
tile attempts of the Interborough to is cared for by a simple construction be as comfortably provided for as the cation
board. "I am not In favor of Tuncumcari; Herman Gerhardt,
and in a few hours all the foul, con- do this by means of a few breathers which completely obviates the diffi- station employes of any railroad. The
Frank Hallmade, Jr., Green
allowing women to teach after they
tlpated, clogged up waste, undigested
seems ludicrous to those of us who culty the use of sliding doors which preposterous system of
attempting are married, but if they are allowed field; N. S. West, Hagerman; B. A. food and sour bile
will gently move
know how they operate. The present separate the train., tubes from the to ventilate the
means
of
San
to teach they should be given vaca- Pino,
subway by
Antonio; H. W. Russell, on and out of
bowels with- Chesley Thomason, Business Manager
little
its
so
is
constructed
that the platforms
subway
uir drawn largely through the stair tions to become mothers."
Magdalena; James B. Herndon, Albu- - out
nausea, griping or weakness, and
stale air simply goes around the
House In With Glass.
ways and other passenger passage
cured a lar?e number of advertise
An opposite view was taken by querqne; C. M. Foraker, Albuquerque; you will
surely have a well, happy
train. It is true a little fresh air
"No subway
A. Candalari,
stations should be ways would seem to have been obso-let- Mrs. Clarence
ments and is working hard to make
Albuquerque; Oscar C. and
head' of the
Burns,
smiling child again shortly.
may be noticed at times immediately built without housing them with
In the days of Newton.
Snow, Las Cruces; Henry Stoes, Las
Little Mothers' asoclatlon.
this section of the annual complete.
With
are
not
of
Syrup
Figs you
under the breathers at the stations, gloss from the train tracks or tubes.
"If subways are for the accommoThe cover of the publication will bo
"From the child's point of view, 1 Cruces; J. B. Gilchrist, Fierro; Don
but this is so slight that it Is an Sliding doors at Intervals would reg- dation of the
your children, being composdrugging
H.
Kedzie,
the
of the same color as that of last year,
believe
that it sets a very bad prepublic, as
public
Lordshurg; Samuel
ed entirely of luscious figs, senna and
almost a negligible quantity.
ister with, the doors of the cars. This service commission pretends, then is cedent for women In tue schools
Chamita; William Butler, Farm- but the materia will be of better
to
it cannot be harmful.
aromatics,
"Only a relatively small proportion glass partition
would
be approxi- it not possible for the people who be granted motherhood
E.
E.
ington;
Young, Aztec; Juan ViThe book will be bound to
quality.
vacations,"
Mothers should always keep Syrup
of the tota'i air in the tube need be mately eight or ten inches from the
gil, Taos; B. G. Randall, Taos; A. W.
pay for them to have some comfort Mrs. Burns said.
a
such
that it may be opened and
way
of
the
is
exhausted by each train In order to side of the car, and as the train in them? There is no
Figs handy. It
only stomach,
Pollard, Espanola; W. M. McCoy,
difference of
Too Many Would Ask Leave.
stay in that position unless closed.
bowel
liver
and
cleanser
and
the
air
regulator
fresh.
If
comes
each
to a stop the platform oper- opinion
keep
perfectly
"I have been working with chil- Mountainair;
This is a great improvement over last
Raymundo Harrison, eeded a little
among those familiar with
train
exhausted onry '10 per cent ator opens all the necessary doors by
given today will save
ventilating problems as to the modus dren and for children for 22 years. I Antonchico; Benigno Padilla, Puerto
year's
annual, as the binding was
sick child tomorrow.
of the air which it displaces the air means of compresed air. When the
but there is a lot of
consider that I am a progressive wo- de Luna; S M. Johnson, Glencoe; VI
such
operandi,
that
the book would spring shut
Full directions for children of all
in the subway would be precisely as train has closed its last doors and
of opinion when you discuss man, but I feel certain that the idea cente Mares, Wagon Mound; Macario
on account of tightness. The editor
s
on
grown-upand
ages
fresh as that on the street Such a starts to leave the station the station the
plainly printed
of the annual has shown heretofore
problem with the friends of the of this kind is bad for the child, no Gallegos, Mora; D. T. Hoskins, Las the
method
package.
such a simple guard closes the station doors in the
S.
E.
how
matter
Vegas;
S.
subway corporation.
French:
his
natural it seems to be to
Pelphrey,
ability in this line of school work
Ask
your druggist for the full name,
construction as the housing of the same manner as he opened them.
"With them the cheapest construc- the woman. If the precedent of 'moth- Floersheim, Springer; Boleslo Rome
and much credit is due to him and to
of
of
Elixir
and
f Hundreds of
individual tubes. Inexpensive
"Syrup
Figs
Senna,"
people are being maimtion and the cheapest operation Is erhood vacations' were established,
the business manager. C. H. Thoma
prepared by the California Fig Syrup
tiling is built between the ed' or killed annually by the present the right way."
who knows how many women would
son, for the assured success of the
Co.
is
This
the
delicious
tracks so as to separate one tube subway because these simple pretasting, gen
take advantage of it and have, not
uine old reliable. Refuse anything book, wheh will be profusely illustratfrom the other, with sliding doors at cautions were not taken.
A minimum wage has been adopted one, but
ed and contain much valuable matemany children, leaving their
else offered. Adv.
Intervals for the use of employes
"Fresh air in the subway tubes is by the Denver city government of classes each time
rial concerning school activities.
and expecting to
and for cases of emergency. Breath- the only conceivable method of get- $2.23 for unskilled labor and $4.50 for come
back to their old positions as
Children are much more likely to
ers are then provided at proper inter- - ting fresh air Into the cars them- - men and teams.
soon as the child was horn?
contract the contagious diseases when PNEUMONIA
FOLLOWS A COLD
"Now, it would be bad for the child No Reason Why Anyone Should Suf they have colds. Whooping cough,
hut never follows the use of Foley
confever
scarlet
and
in sschaol and quite a bad for the
diphtheria,
fer With Such a Disheartening
Honey and Tar Compound.
It stona
sumption are diseases that are often the
children left at home by the teach
Experience.
cough, heals the sore and inflamwhen
a
contracted
has
the
child
ed
air
er. For the teacher-mothe- r
would
passages, and strengrl-enthe
cold. That Is why all medical auP" i'iiuwfiwwiiWH"TT:f
rarrrp)yHut'intj"wwiiiiniinimiyf;ip
back to her work just at that time
thorities say beware of colds. For lungs. The genuine is in a yellow
package with beehive on ev'tjit. Rethe quick cure of colds you will find fuse
when her own child needs her most
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
nothing better than Chamberlain's Red Cross
and can least be truted to strangers
Co. Adv.
Cough Remedy. It can always be deIf 'motherhood vacations' were es
pended upon and is pleasant and safe
tablished and taken advantage of,
to take. For Bale by all dealers. Adv.
Granted Inssrtncc
think what it would be for the public
A
MANY
SUFFERING WOMAN
school system
An Isolated case is
r&lt&l Vv5iiigitiM ..1
Drags herself painfully through her
M
unimportant, but if hundreds of
There are so many esses of Consumn.
tasks suffering from backache. Hoa
dally
reported where the details show
teachers dropped out each year the
headache, nervousness, and loss of the disease started with a cold or
a
coiiRh, that it is really surprising that
entire system would be demoralized.
sleep, not knowing her ills are du
The best fried chicken you ever
'111 Til"
to kidney and blndder troubles. Foley people are not more anxious to imme"Children should have the same
diately stop these apparently minor trouate can be made with Cottolene.
Kidney Pills give quick rel'ef from bles. Our advice Is "stop the eouKh or
teacher wMle they are in one grade
cold. It posslhle, without delay." otherand
e
a
pain
misery,
prompt return
wise more serious troubles are
at least. That is the only way that
likely to
No woman who follow.
No case of contagious blood poison la health and strength.
If the medicines
are now
they can be really gotten hold of. It ever cured until the lust particle of the suffers can afford to overlook Volev taking do not bring- relief, you
Eckman's
try
ns
man
this
did:
Alterative,
me
If
seems to
a teacher wants virus hns been removed from the circula Kidney Pills. O. O. Schaefer end
that
2'!7 Dean St., Brooklyn, K. T.
to take such a vacation, she should tion. The least taint left In the blood Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
i.(i,,1",,n'rn: of1 "m P'vi'iK .vou lelow
will, sooner or Inter, cause a fresh out
brief
my case, which I trust
history
have to apply for a position aeain break of the trouble, with all its hideous
yoti will nse for the benefit of those
OBSERVANCE OF "SALMON DAY"
from any similar troubles.
of
and
destructive
ulcerated
symptoms
wants
her
when
she
place
one, taking
can be heated to a much higher tempera
"About a year and a half ago I noticed
mouth
and throat,
copper colored
Portland, Ore., March 11 Colorado that tuy health
was rapidly ludtiisr. until
In the list of applicants. There are splotches, falllntr
hair, sores and ulcers,
ture man eimer outter or lard, without burnthe end of six months
at
mv weipht had
so she etc. No othc medicine bo surely curca may have its melon day and Califor fallen to 129 pounds.
never
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good
enough
S.
blood
S.
S.
with
nlirht
a
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It
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severe
its
ing. It fries so quickly that little of the fat is
It
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poison
contagious
swenls,
has remain was
day, but
couj;h Rnd
would not have to wait long.
very weak, hnvlnsr In fact absolutely
Soe.s down Into the blood and steadily ed for
this section of the country to no amhllion
whatever.
About tips time
apsorbed, preventing the food being greasy,
"She cannot expect another woman nnd surely drives out every particle of
I eeiisalled a physician,
who told me
It absolutely and perfectly add "salmon day" to tht list of com- - my
this reason, Cottolene-ivie- d
food is more
luriKR were affected.
to step In her place and keep it for the infection.
Not satlmied I
the blood, nnd leaves this vital Piercial
purines
went to another doctor, who after
exam3f
holidays.
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By agreement
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In the first
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TUE HOCSEKFEPEKS'
MILLENIUM
Fifty families of Montelalr, N. J.,
housekeeping
re to try
e
the plans of an enthusiastic
do not miscarry. They are to
ire a general manager at $1,200 a
com-dtto-

MARCH 14, 1913.
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company, is in the custody of private
detectives until he closes his affairs
and surrenders op a warrant charging
embezzlement Vice President John
D. McKee of the company stated today that the total shortage uncovered
would be close to $14,000. Hooper has
been an employe of the company for
eight years and Is said to have engaged In real estate speculations.

GRANT BILL DELAYED

T0J0VERN0B

ALBUQUERQUE

HERE

EXECUTIVE STILL HAS SEVERAL
DAYS IN WHICH TO CONSIDER THE MEASURE.
Due, it Is said, to

their FARWELL TOUR

of
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca,
the bill giving the hoard of trustees
of the I.as Vegas land grant power

the activities

to invest the funds of the grant in
any, feasible project for the complethe irrigation project near
FEW CHOICE
LEFT tion of
SEATS
Las Vegas, was delayed on its journey to Governor William C- McDon. AT MURPHEY'S
ald. It was believed by many Las
Vegans that the time limit for action
expired yesterday
PERFORMANCE
BEGINS on the bill had not
the case, as it
However, this is
is stated on good authority that the
bill did not reach the governor until
Sbarply At 8:30
several days after its passage by
both houses of the legislature. It is
to be hoped the governor will sign
the measure. If he carries out his implied promise to the big Las Vegas
delegation that ca'iled on iim In. its
behalf several weeks ago, he doubtless will do so.
-
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ONE ADMISSION

LA FOLLETTE

75c-50c-- 35c

tract more than covering the bonds

San Francisco, March 14. Trusted
employes of two banks in this city
have been found short in their accounts. Oneof the men is in custody,
charged with the embezzlement of
about $2,000, while the other, whose

TO

CALLS

WILSON

SEEJjL

required of its trusted employes.
"How shall the bank act," said Pres- PROGRESSIVE SENATOR WILL DISident Crocker, "it is too early to
CUSS PROGRESSIVE POLICIES
WITH THE PRESIDENT
say. My life has been devoted to
helping men. This poor fellow has
fallen and may need help. This is a
Washington, March 14. President
national bank, however, and the Wilson had a number of important
bank examiner has jurisdiction. What conferences planned for today. Repho may do I cannot say."
resentative Jones of Virginia, had an
Baker entered tue bank as a mes- engagement to introduce his colsenger boy. He Is known as a man league, Representative Saunders, but
of modest tastes and no explanation he expected to take up with the presof his shortage has been found.
ident the question of Philippine indeRupert T. Hooper, head of the trust i pendence, for which a hill is pending
department of the Mercantile Trust! in the house.

shortage is placed at over $100,000,
may never be prosecuted.
The illness of Charles F. Baker, as
sistant cashier of the Crocker National bank, placed another man at his
desk a few days ago and the shortage
was discovered. According to William Crocker, president of the bank,
it will amount to over $100,050. The
bank is protected by an Insurance con- -

Other names on the president's program were Representative A. Mitchell
Palmer of Pennsylvania, chairman of
the democratic caueus; Joseph F.
of Wisconsin, secretary of the
democratic national committee; General Bibb Grays of Alabama, mentioned for assistant secretary of war,
and Secretary Bryan, who leaves today on a ten days' trip to his home in

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago. March 14. On reports

.
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WHY A FORD

general rains over the winter wheat
corp belt and snows northwest, wheat
today took a downward, turn".. Besides
4
receipts were liberal. Opening prices 1
Simpest, handiest and easiest
were uncnangea to
a Yt lower; Muiy, X to
operate.
started at 89, the same as last night V
Built of Vanadium, the lightand fell to 89. The close wa stea- j
net lower (ij
dy with May
est, toughest, strongest steel
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They Made a Tremendous Hit

dull.

TELEPHONES

n

H

ROHEY'S

m

PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME

n

nun

THE FAIiSOUS

h

oi

Sma Month

vn

year, a head cook at $3,000, ten maids
and undercooks'. Meals are to be sent
out In two converted automobiles, and
the ten maids are to clean window
and do other housework for the fami
lies ia turn.
There are 739 opportunities for
trouble In this scheme. Only $120 a
year is allowed for unforeseen expenbreaks down
ditures. If one motor-ca- r
the other must carry dinner to 50
families, all at the same timef Repretty penny. Housepairs will
of one
wives entiled to one-fiftmaid's time will find it Bhort. No allowance 't ftfc tune 1 made for going
from house to house. People will complain cf the cooking.,. Even If the dinner is liiough(.prej)a.red St Is Borne
work to serve ,it4 and if mamma and
the cirls 4re dressing to go to the thea
ll notcare to bother. They
ter they
will want ''pretty tableware of their
own, and it will not wash itself. lii
'
short
is perCooperative honslieeping
fectly f easfWe.-r- Any fairly successful
hotel man could devise a workable
scheme if the families concerned realhadly enough
ly wanted
to subordinate their individual ways
and wants. They 'will not, or will not
often, do It. They do not actually
at the price It costs.
want
Few people hut have at times a fleeting fear that they might find mllleni-u-

EGAC

p

known.

Neb.
Vi lower
to
at 52
and declined to
to 52
61
.
The close was steady at
51
under last night
for May,
May oats started unchanged to Vs
to 32
off at 32
and descended to

May corn opened

The president is scheduled to meet
Senator La Follette this evening.
This will be the president's first con
sultation with a member of the progressive republican wing.
No current legislation or any other
legislation will be taken up by the
extra session until congress disposes
of the tariff. This is the position
which President Wilson practically
agreed upon, according to Representative A. Mitchell Palmer of Pennsylvania, chairman of the democratic
caucus who discussed legislation
with him today.
State Senator Roosevelt of New
York, who has been nominated for
assistant secretary cf the navy, paid
his respects to the president today.
After these conferences the presi
dent was closeted with Secretary

Largest per cent tire surface
on the ground per pound.
Greater per cent power
pef
pound than any other.

32.

First and After cost least ex"

Unloading by longs pulled down,
to
provisions. First sales, were 2
20 lower with May $20.70 to $20.80
for pork; $10.722 for lard, and $10.80
10.85 for ribs.
The closing quotations were:
SepWheat, May 89; July
tember 88.
Corn, May 51; July 53; September 54.
Oats, May 32; July 32; September 33y8.
Pork, May $20.75; July $20.27.
Lard. May $10.70; July $10.70.
Ribs, May $10.80; July $10.65.

pensive.
Given the same care will
last any other car.

200.000 cars for l9l3 and
yet supply is none too large.

88;

Bryan.

We will demonstrate even if you are
not ready to buy now

When Shall We

0. BOURNE

VV.

AGENT
Fountain .Square
BOX 553

Las Vegas

KANSAS

107

...........

for the labor and material
necessary In remodelling the basements of the Douglas avenue and
high school buildings and the installing of the plumbing for inside toilets,
according to plans and specifications
Proposals
y E. W. Hart, architect.
to be directed to Board and left in
care of the architect.
A certified check for $25 must ac-pposal.
company each
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

......114

Sugar
Atchison
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel

...101
15G

98

......150

The

Sixty-secon-

congress in its

d

laBt days increased the salary of the

secretary to the president from
to $7,500 a year, and made pre
viion that hereafter this should be
$G,-00-0

the permanent compensation.

C0

The Range With a Reputation
white enameled
as
as

oven

irch lids

6-- 9

as pouch feed
a high top closet
as extra large oven

CITY LIVE STOCK

$45.00 set up in your home
Has every quality that the
$65.00 Range has

Kansas City, March 14. battle, receipts 600. Market steady. Native
steers $7.609; native cows and heifers $4.258.50; calves $710.25.
Hogs, receipts 3,500. Market steady.
Bulk of sales $8.658.80; pigs $7.50

THE

;

ROSENTHAL FURN. CO.,
The Las Vegas Home of the
celebrated BUCK'S RANGES
Opposite The Y. M. C. A.

8.

Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market steady. Muttons $57; Colorado lambs
$8. 25 8. 85.
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OUR STOCK is now

We

have collected a very classy assortment of medium priced Hats suitable for every face and figure.

You are

-

V
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7th.

New Evening Gowns, Costumes and Dresses have arrived by express every day during the past week. AH tbe Style Craft in Vogue for the Season
has been brought out in these lovely creations of the manufacturers art. We'll be pleased to show them to you.
Women's Coats and Jacket Suits of every kind in approved 1913 Styles. We have covered the entire field of Coat and Suit uses, and can, we be
want and fancy. Each garment finished to meet the expectations of the most fastidious taste.
meet
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invited to see this BRILLIANT OPENING ASSEMBLAGE.

X7

9

MARCH 15th. AND

OF BEST STYLE THOUGHT FOR SPRING 1913.

The last word in fine Ileadwear.

i

-

authoritative display of advanced fashions in Millinery, Gowns, Costumes, Dresses and Coats. Come Saturday and Monday

A SUMMING UP

lieve,

your every

.
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Not for Many Seasons Has There Been So Great Need for theJnformation Tfiese Displays Contain

WE'LL BE GLAD TO TELL YOU ABOUT THEM

Best Makes for Women and Children Included

(Not more than ten yards allowed to each customer.)
Mill

Remnants.

SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR MONDAY AND TUESDAY

EXTRA SPECIAL SALE ON ALL SHOES

ANO MONDAY

SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR SATURDAY
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yards Indigo Staple Standard (Jijightms

for.i,-vis- -j

Ripplette, the new wash fabric, no ironing, simply wash
and 'iet dry, per yard
one special lot of

Dress Gingham,
terns, 19 yards for

I21,4c

31 inch Book Fold
value, 10 yards for

rfew-bpri-
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Percale, good quality, an exceptional
-
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$4.50 and $5.00 Shoes, Black Suedes,
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One Lot of Women's $3.50 and $4.00
Pumps and Oxfords, all sizes, per pair

VimlKMiJ

Jap and China Silk Kimonas

.

Only a few
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off all Children's
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Shoes, Pumps and Oxfords
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Roman Silks, Patents, your choice at

nQ

Attractive Kimonas in good figures and Colors, sizes 36 to 40.
of these to offer at the price. Each $2D0

'.

in.

68 Inch bleached table linen, a regular 75c seller, five
Tr kJ C'jhijrds limited to each customer, per yard
;

$3.50 and S4.00 shoe UkrMi none reserved, Patents,
Gun Metals, Vici Ki&b Vf size your
.

30
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS.
New York, March 14. The last
Sealed proposals will be received sales at the New York Stock Exby the Board of Education of East change today were as fpllows:
United States Steel, pfd
Las Vegas, N. M., up to noon of April Amalgamated Copper
70
14, 1913,

out-

Slightly Soiled Muslin Underwear
The lot consists of Petticoats, Gowns, Drawers, Corset Covers and
Combination Suits, your choice at
1- -3

OFF

S5.00 Brocaded Satin Waists
The all popular brocaded satin made up jDto the most stylish waists brought
'
out this Season. Your Choice

$348

LAS VEGAS DAfLY OPTIC, FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1913.

SALARIES

PERSONALS
G. W. Couhlor of. Mora was a business visitor here today.
Itev. J. s. Moore left last night for
Haton to conduct the funeral of a
"member of his parish.
Mrs. B. Tipton of Watrous was a
visitor here today. She will return
"to Watrous this evening.
H. J. Snowden, well Known secret
official for the Santa Fe Railway company, is in the city today.
W. H. Mitchell, representative for
'the Tammen Curip company of Denver, was in the city today.
J. A. Hicks of Santa Rosa drove
out today in his car after a short
business visit In Las Vegas.
Chris Goke: drove, in last night from
his ranch at Gallinas Springs and will
be here for the next few days.
Mrs. H. Goldstein of Mora came In
from that place last night and will be
a visitor here for the next few days
Mr. and Mrs. IL B. Milien of Ribera
came in from their home at that
place last night for a few days' visit
here.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Westbrook v6f
New York came in this afternoon and
will be visitors in the city a short

time.
J. L. Inhof of Ellendale, North

Da-

kota, came in this afternoon from that
place. Mr. Imhof is the pastor of the
i Christian church.
Luciano Maes, well known merchant of Cleveland, came in last night
and will be a business visitor here for
the next few days.
G. w. Rippey,
representative for
the Colorado Casket company, came
in from his headquarters in Denver
last night on a business visit.
C. A. Johnson, accountant for the
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
from his headquarters in Trinidad last
night on a short business visit
G. W. Kinch, representative for the
Proctor Gamble company, with headquarters in Denver, wa3 in the city today visiting the grocery business.
Miss Mary Tipton, who lately completed her school term at Antonchico,
was a visitor here today and left this
evening for her home at Watrous.
A. L. McKelvey has returned from
Raton where he has been on a short
visit and is again at his old job as
operator in the local Santa Fe offices.
Raney Showalter and wife, for the
past few days guests of Mr. and
Airs. C. H.. Stewart,
returned last
night to their home in Strong City,
Kansas.
W, H. Baren, representative of the
.Arthur Eastbrook Advertising company, with headquarters in Cleveland,
Ohio, is here today visiting his customers.
M. R. Williams, bridge and building foreman of the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company, left today for Albuquerque on a
.short business visit
Dr. and Mrs. Hoag of Mora, who
have been visitors here for the past
few days, left today for Raton where
tbey will be the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. P. Roseberry.
Mr. Roney and his famous boys arrived this afternoon on train No. 10
and were escorted from the depot
in automobiles. The boys were shown
the entire town this afternoon and. also gave a matinee in the Y. M. C. A.
Judging from the sale of tickets today the attendance will be large at
the performance tonight

BILLS

PASSED LAST

ill

!

An amendment in the house allowed
each town $600, but when the bill
reached the senate the amendments
were missing and the senate refused
to receive It in that form.
It Is chargd in some quarters that
the amendments were stolen. Another bill which met a similar fate
was that creating a commission for
the Panama-Pacifiexposition at San
Francisco. This bill was amended In
the house so that it carried no appropriation, but when it reached the senate the amendments were missing and
the bill never came to a vote.
It was after 6 o'clock this morning
when the senate and house recessed
for breakfast and the members of both
parties were again on the job shortly
after 8 o'clock. In the house Mr.
Blanchard at once moved that the
house report on the appropriation bill.
The bill was then passed 28 to 12. The
bill as passed Is practically the same
c

(Continued from Page 1.)
responsible for considerable of the
ill feeling. The speaker had declared
himself in favor of the submission
of a statewide prohibition amendment to the constitution of the state.
Failing in this, he was bitterly opposed to any legislation on the liquor
question and proceeded to make this
opposition felt when the bill came
up for conideration.
The county local option bill had
passed in the senate during the afternoon and it was, taken up tor
copsideration in the house shortly
after midnight. The clerk proceeded
to read it twice by title, as is required by the rules a..a the constitution of New Mexico
The clerk
was proceeding with the reading for
the third time preparatory to its final
passage.
"The constitution provides," ruled
the presiding officer, "that bills be
not read more than twice on the
same legislative day. It is now past
the hour of midnight and I as speaker
of the house, which is supreme, rule
that It Is now the sixteenth day of
the session and that further consider,
ation of this bill must be deferred until tomorrow, which will be after the
legislature adjourns."
A dozen members were on their
feet at once ana the desk of the
speaker was currounded by an excited crowd of lawmakers. After some
argument a caucus of the republican
members was called a, the1 end of
which the speaker announced that he
had reversed himself and now held
that the house wa3 still working on
the fifty-nintlegislative day. It is
said that had Mr. Baca persisted in
his ruling there were sufficient votes
in the house to have summarily unseated him.
Early in the' morning the house adjourned for a few minutes and resumed work . of the sixteenth day.
The county local option bill was then
passed with only four votes against
it. The fqur members who voted in
the negative were Lucero o Rio Art
riba, Clancy o Guadalupe, de Baca
of Sandoval, and Tucker of Sierra.
Another important matter which
was disposed of at the night session
was the county salary" bill. The bill
as passed is the original: house bill
which got througn the house nearly
a month ago. It was amended somewhat in the - senate, the principal
changes being the reduction of the
salaries of assessors and treasurers
in first class counties ?200 per year,
making the salaries of these officers
In the second
$3,800 per year.
class counties the reduction is $100.
It Is said the governor is likely to
allow the bill to become a law ' y
limitation. Prior to Its passage in
the house the democratic members
held a caucus as a result of which
of them voted for the
about one-hal-
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Vanilla Sauce
Bail 2 cups of sugar and a cup of

it
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Come In, You Are Welcome
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Are your clothes ready?
The very spirit of Easter suggests good clothes.
This is the one time of the year when men try to,

'

match women in correct dress.

7

f:

m

bill.
...

i

V

"The same price the world dver"

debt

The bill alowing the sanitary board
to prescribe the kind of sheep dip to
be used in the state.
..!. n ..
The bill exempting irrigation projects, pumping plants and,,, power
plants for Irrigation from taxation for
period of six years.
on
The law providing
of the actual value of the
property to be taxed.
The resolution ratifying the direct
election of United States senators.
Among the important matters which
failed of passage were the proposed
amendment to the constitution con
solidating the state educational institions and the resolution providing for
a Bingle board of regents for all of
these Institutions. Also the resolution
re
for the initiative, referendum,
call and stfbinltttng statewide prohlbi
lon

one-thir- d

tlon.

i

?

are the kind of clothes tasty men like to wear and
critical women like to see.

-

In this special suit, made by the largest makers of men's clotning in the
world, you get values that you cannot equal in other stores at. $20. to $25. You
fabrics, many of them made by the mills especially for STYLEPLUS
get
CLOTHES.
You get high-grad- e
canvas and haircloth soaked in water, then dried in the
You get the
g
open'; air ;to;,pryent
collar, the
lapels and coat front. You get expert
styling based on New York's most authoritative fashions.
You can be well dressed and save $3 to $8 towards
your wife's Easter bonnet if unmarried towards a new
hat, and other nice things for yourself
and try on a suit. Let the mirror and
Easter is almost here. Come in y
your own good judgment tell you whether to buy or to walk out
all-wo- ol

"

Another lull which failed of pass
was that providing for the distrl
age
of butter and a tcaspuonful of vanilla
extract.
button of two per cent of the insur
The K. C Cook's Hook containing thin anefi premiums collected In the differ
ai.d ';() oilier dtiuious, successful, recipes ent towns to the fire departments of
free upon rn'ript t the colored rfrtili-..i- e thoho town. Under the terms of this
can ol K (.' taking
paikfi in
1'owili-rWme your twine am! Hdilfcwi bill Kut Ijih Vi'KiiH was Bllowed Jf)0
41
nee vfHf
isi',l, Jiiijiu'l MlJ. Co., O ii uMi,
.ah 'fM t"''t
, Went
.

Spanish-America-

n

KC Marble

Sift together, Jlirce times, the flour, bakTo the
ing powder, . salt and cinnamon.
yolks add the sugar, 'butter and water, and
slit into the dry ingredients. Aikl the whites
of the eggs. Divide the mixture into two
parts and add the
chocolateto one part.
Disposethetwo parts
r'
:
in a buttered mold
lw
to give a marbled i
oteam J
appearance,
tony - nve minutes, m,;
I II
fr
I'll Vi v, U3- -

THE PEOPLES BANK

f3

Marble Pudding

Cooking School Magazine.
2 cum sifted pastry flour; B level
K C Baking Powder: 4
cinnamon; J tcapoonful salt;
yolks of 2 eggs, beaten lipid; 'i cup sugar;
melted butter; i cup
icoldtablcspoonfuls
water; whites of 2 eggs, beaten, dry;
H ounces melted chocolate.

as the senate bill, an outline of which
was published some time ago.
A messenger from the governor an
nounced the executive had allowed
Senate Bill No. 144 providing for the
rebuilding of the
The People's Bank and Trust company willl be open for business
Normal school at El RIto and House
Bill No. 17, on act providing for the
8 o'clock tomorrow evening so
the railway employes will
construction of county bridges, to bej
come laws by limitation. The house
have no trouble in getting
checks cashed. We will also be glad to
adopted Senate Bill No. 1S2, providing
accommodate anyone, making change, cashing checks or receiving destate aid to Insure five months of
school in districts not
posits.
It also passed House Bill No. 182
el1
;
creating the county of Agullar from
portions of Mora and Colfax counties.
Mr. Lopez of Mora moved to table
this bill, but the effort was not successful.
A. Zeigler of the University' of Iowa, ca, on the Cambridge team, tied for
AMERCIAN ATHLETE.5 WIN.
Another important bill which failed
on
the Oxford team, won in hurling second place in the high jump with
No.
was Senate Bill
21, the Clark
14. American
March
London,
the weight with a put of 43 feet, 3 5 feet feet 6 inches.
public monies bill, which the house
Rhodes scholars carried off honors inches, and won the hammer
In the broad Jump, H. R. Stolz or
tabled by a decisive vote.
throy
a throw of 142 feet, 7 Inches. F. Leland Stanford and Oxford, was sectoday in the annual field day beWill Sproule, of the Stone school, Ameri ond with 22 feet, 3 Inches.
tween Oxford and Cambridge.
Read The Optic

h

The district attorney bill that was
put through is not radically different
from that vetoed by the executive
some days ago but it is said that Jt
meets the objections of the governor.
The principal' dhange is that it pro
vides' that salaries of deputies shall
be
paid directly to these deputies la
!
stead of to the district attorneys, as
Steamed puddings will not .be heavy if provided, in "pie. original Mil. Among
made with KC Baking Powder and cooked tne DUis wnnn woio eui w mo (,slowly to give the pudding time to rise be- ernor as the result, of the work of the
fore the dough Is cooked through. Have a
are:
low blaze under the water for at least the long night session;
meas
San
appropriation
The
Diego
first fifteen minutes.
ure.
Pudding
An act authorizing the state treas
Fy Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor urer to nav interest on the bonded
of fiie Boston
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.FRIDAY,
TO BE

DO
The questions answered below are
general In character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colstreets,
lege Bldg., College-EllwooDayton, Ohio, enclos'ng
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only Initials or fictitious name will
used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.

111.,

14,

1913.

MURDER.

FOR

Tilt

On Tues
day the case of Ray Pfanschmidt, ac
cused of the Pfanschmidt quadruple
murder, will be called for trial. The
attorneys for the defense some days
ago withdrew their motion for a con
tinuance, and it is believed that both
Quincy,

V

TRIED

MARCH'

Alar h 14.

CATTLE

RAISERS

OPTIC
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MAN I

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
HAPMAN

COLUMN

S18.50

d

El

and

Paso
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well-stocke-

ani

cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate lx ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy leas space than two
line. Alt advertl mentt charged
will be booked at apace actually eat.
without regard to number of worda.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular communication first and
third
Thursday in
each, month. Visiting

NUMBER,

MAIN

well-stocke- d

n

All Dealers

o

ert

Monday

Castli

in

Vlaltlmj
Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Cnai

LOCAL TIME CARD
EAST BOUND

Arrive
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and inirj Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

L

Wanted!

Telephone Main

No.
No.
No.
No.

Depart

9:10 p. m
4.. ..11:05 p. m
8.... 2:05 a. m
10.... 1:45 p. m
2

are
o'clock. Visiting
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

3....
7
9

p.
p. n
a. r

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m

p. m

a.

a

8

WANTED Girl of general housework.
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, 1051 Seventh

street.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Huniw

For Rent

Attorney-at-La-

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
New Meilev
Las Vegas.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
FOR RENT Six room house, good lo
OENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
cation. Call 716 Seventh street
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
FOR RENT Eight room stone house
Stewart, Consul ; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
modern conveniences. Apply 920
Visiting members are especially Office
Main ill
Telephone
welcome and cordially invited.
Gallinas.
Main !
House Teieimuue
FOR RENT
511

Modern

Ninth street.

furnished flat, J.

For Sate
street
FOR SALE Cheap, few fresh milk
cows. J. Detterick, Phone Purple
5353.

Fine purebred sin
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Osage City, Kan.

BABY CHICKS

FOR SALE OR TRADE for cattle, 2
Studebaker wagon. Phono Main
454.

FOR SALE Baby chicks and eggs
for hatching. C. W. Wesner, phone
Main 454.
FOR
1203

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first

SALE Household furniture,
Sixth street. Mrs. Fred West-erma-

FOR SALE High grade Rhode Island1 Red eggs for setting, fl lor
13
Guaranteed. F. M. Northrup.

F.

B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description
rooms ot Temple Montefiore at 8 moderate prices.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec
retary.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
COUN
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
the firm of F.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and he is senior partner of
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, the City of Toledo, County and State
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
bers are cordially invited'. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of CaDevlne, G. K.; Prank Angel, V. 8.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use

CURE.
CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribe?)
. Meets every Monday evening at
in my presence, this 0th, day of Detheir hall on Sixth street All visit- cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
ing brethren cordially invited to at
Notary Public.
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
V.
M.
T.
Elwood,
G.;
Lehman,
nally and acts directly upon the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood and mucous surfaces of the
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
B. p. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Take Hall's Family Pills for constifourth Tuesday evening of each pation. Adv
of HALL'S

I. O. O.

F. LAS VEGAS

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
Tablets. Many
use Chamberlain"!
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

RETAIL PRICES!

ANO SIGN PAINTING

hardwood Finishing. Papsr Hanging
and Glasing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
eat Side Plaza

CATARRH

. FRANK J.

LODGE NO,

month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D. Mc
Elroy, Exalted Ruler; B. W. Condon, Secretary.

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE

DR.

-

FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al
so harness and buggy. 716 Seventh

THE OLD RELIABLE

AUTOMOBILE,

AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
is sweeping over the town and young
and old are alike affected. Foley's
ilonpy and Tnr Compound Is a quick,
$519,810.01 safe find reliable family vnedicine for
Total admitted assets
A. S. Jones, of
comrhs and colds.
Total liabilities
Chlco, Calif., says.
$ 82,024.) Lee Pharmacy,
Net surplus
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
HARRY I.. C'UTLER, Agent.
has no eciunl, and I recommend it as
containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties. O. O. Schaefcr
NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS'
and Bed Cross Drug Co. Adv.
MEETING
s
The annual meeting of the
BIG CARNIVAL OF SPORTS
of the Raton Mining and MillLouis. March 14. Never has an
comSt
In
the
be
held
will
ing company
topany's office at L'O South First street, athletic meet in St. Louis brought as
star
so
performers
7.30
many
m.
N.
"Raton.
M., at
April 10, gether
p.
meet
1913, for the election ot directors and are entered for the big indoor
tomorrow
Coliseum
in
the
to
beld
be
such other business as may properly
Miscoma before the meeting.
night under the auspices of the
the
of
most
C.
souri A.
Though the
M. R. WILLIAMS, President.
Com-

CARRIAGE

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

BAIN WAGON

STATEMENT
Of The Imperial Fire Insurance
pany of Colorado.

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 .be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs. to . 200 lbs., Each Dsllvery
Less than 5J lbs. Each Delivery

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 160 Ibe.

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

..30c per

100

lb.

40c per 100 lbs.
60o per 108 lbs.

N. O.
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MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath, Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders
everywhere. "My work as conductor
caused a chronic inflammation of the
kidneys and I was miserable and (01
played out From the day I began
tking Foley Kidney Pills I began to
xegain my strength, and I rn. bettor
now than I have ne.'n
twenty

years."

and Red

Try them. O. G. Schaefei
Cross Drug Co. Adv.

entries are from the big athletic clubs
and colleges of the middle west the
list in not confined to this section cf
Charubwiuifi' Cough Remedy has the country. The star runners of
won Itii i;r.at reputation and cxton-aiv- Tale, Cornell and Pennsylvania will
remarkable eurcg of bo bpp.ii In the relay races, which will
kuIk by i'
ami croup. It can b
rrtflifl, in
on the pro-bo Hie Ind!ii!5 uvftit
ftl!
Secretary.

Miidii

i..i,-iih--

i:iil'll.

,
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AllV,

Try K.

ES1 by
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am.
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most

your property unless it were advertised here.

Gross, Kelly & Co.

c

i

OFFICE 701 DOUGLA8 AVENUE

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST o someoa
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear ol

1

R. WILLIAMS,

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

429 GRAND AVE.

vt

stock-holder-

T.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

A

,,

Sole Agents

a

p. m
p.

car-dio-

lf

n

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m..i..
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

329.

WANTED To rent a modern house
of not less than seven rooms. AdFRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
dress, giving location and price,
102 Mees every Monday night at
Box 171.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at

hypo-nuclan- e

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

ery
ning

Hall.

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.
OPTIC'S

9

C;

e,

w-r-

rxxa

1

'

NO. .

KNIGHT8 OF
THIAS Meta

if Uebachner, Chaa
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cellor Command!
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
conclave sec d Tues-daand Seal.
in each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. 0. O. MOOSE Meets
Becond ant
Chas. Tarn me. ReKinkel, E.
fourth Thursday
evening
ea)
corder.
month at W'. O. W. Hall. VlsitJni
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. M
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. Houf, Dictator:
J. Thornim
AL ARCH MASONS Regtlar con
Secretary.
vocation first Monday in

well-to-d-

g

LODGE

DORADO

brothers cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

ADVER

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

RATES

UN.

four-ounc-

CAFl

ANO

SHORT ORDER8 AND RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

Reduced Fare

one-hal-

BEST

CONVENTION

sides will answer "ready" at the first
V
ca'tling. Judge tluy R. Williams of
EL PASO, MARCH 18-2- 0
Havana has been assigned to preside
at the trial. Some of the best legal
talent in this section of Illinois has
been engaged in the case. Many wit
nesses are to be called and it is ex
pected that the trial will occupy sev
eral weeks.
-No murder committed in this part
L&s Vega.s to
of the state ever attracted more at
Return
tention and comment than the Pfan
schmidt murder did at the time, and
it was by the narrowest margin that
Tickets on sale March 15,
young Pfanschmidt escaped mob vio
16
and 17, 1913. Final limit
'Morris" asl;s: "I have suffered lence at the time of his arrest. The
"I am troubled
Elizabeth says;
so
intense
March 30, 1913.
at the time was
with a constant headache which al- with a chronic cough for almost a feeling
a fresh cold every that Governor Deneen wired Captain
is
catch
and
breath
year,
My
eyes.
so affects my
EpIFTJ For tickets
cat- few weeks.
Nothing the doctor gives W. A. Long, commander of the local
awful, as I have a severe case of
SffilOa train schedules
National
of
the
Illinois
company
me helps, so I write to you.'
arrh of the nead and throat."
readi
in
to
his
have
company
Guard,
KaJyi apply to
Answer: You need a thorough lax
Answer: I receive daily hundreds
one that not only ness to repel any mob should one be
ative
syrup,
cough
sufhave
who
of letters from people
D. L
Afc0l
relieves but surely drives it from the formed.
fered as you do and who have been
A. Pfanschmidt, the head
Charles
us
The
regularly
system.
following
:
cured with the following prescription
Las Vegas
one of the victims
ed will euro any curable cough or of the family and
f
o
Make a wash, by mixing
was
a
of
the
tragedy,
quadruple
cold promptly. Obtain a 2 'a oz. bot
of vllane powder, which you
and highly respected farmer re
mentho-laxenmix it
2 tle of essence
In
can purchase from any druggist
12 miles southeast of tragedy was far from satisfactory to
with a home-mad- e
sugar syrup or siding about
3Z. packages, and add to this one pint
addition to Mr. Pfan the authorities who were investlgat
In
this
city.
as per directions on bottle.
of warm water, use this in the nos- honey
schmidt the family consisted of Mrs. ing 'the case. About a week after
trils dally ro thoroughly cleanse
"I have in Mathilda Pfanschmidt, their daugh the murders the popular suspicions
"Anxious B." writes:
them. A catarrh balm should be us-- d
one were vast'iy strengthened by the dis
recent years been threatened with ter, Blanche Pfanschmidt, and
with this. This is made by mixto
be covery of a suit of Ray Pfanschmidt's
is
wno
appendicitis, but would never consent son, Ray Pfanschmidt,
relatives.
of
clothes saturated with blood. The
his
ing one teaspoonful of Vilane powder to an
murder
the
tried
for
operation. Indigestion, const!
with one ounce of lard or vasoline
house
clothes had been hidden beneath the
the
the
of
time
the
At
tragedy
me
cause
habits
nation and sedentary
and apply well up Into the nostrilB
Miss Emma Gaem- - barn.
included
also
hold
much
suffering. Kindly prescribe
twice a day If this Is used daily
The elder Pfanschmidt carried con.
a young school teacher.
for
something which you pen,
dyspepsia
It
life insurance and in 'addi
of
slderable
your catarrh will foon vanish.
on
the
Septemmorning
Early
think will cure me and prevent ap
should, however, be used occasion29 last neighbors discovered that tion his estate was valued at about
ber
dispendicitis.
that the
ally to prevent a return of the
the Pfanschmidt home had been de- $50,000. It is expected
Answer: The most scientific and
ease.
at
the
coming
the
fire
attorney
preceding
prosecuting'
during
stroyed by
satisfying treatment for your trouble
or the ruins re- trial will endeavor to prove that the
A search
night.
"If you know of is tablets triopeptine; packed pink, vealed the remains of the father, son wiped out the family in order to
"C. G." writes:
cure
dandruff, itch--in- white and blue in sealed cartons with mother and daughter and the school inherit the estate. A dessire to mar
will
anything that
disorders
sca'P and premature baldness, full directions. All stomach
was ry a young woman with whom he had
treat teacher, Miss Kaempen. There
can
be
regular
Is."
by
conquered
what
it
p'tease let me know
evidence to indicate that the four been keeping company is also be
ment.
victims had probably been murdered lieved' to have figured in the young
For everal years I have
Answer:
v
as
beds before the house was man's calculations.
prescribed plain yellow mlnyol
"Loss of in their
"Nervous M." writes:
fired.
to anything known for the
nervousness, loss cf appetite
BENCH SHOW AT PASADENA
The first theory was that the quadtreatment of diseased scalp. Get it sleep, overwork has made almost a
and
of
the
was
Calif., March 14. The an
the
murder
k
e
directions.
with
full
Pasadena,
n
ruple
jars
complete wreck cf me. I have to
who some nual bench show of the Pasadena
of
"axe
murderer,"
diseases
all
overcomes
it quickly
work, hut can scarcely urag one foot months
previously had wiped out Kennel flub opened today with an
bair and scalp and gives new vigor
after the other. Please advise."
hair.
at various points in entry list including nearly all of the
to
families
entire
color
the
natural
intense
and
Answer: The condition you pre- rvvlorado. Kansas and Iowa. But prize winning canines that have been
Try it fairly and you will advocate
scribe is prevalent especially with suspicion soon turned to Ray Pfan- making the circuit of dog shows on
rts use for your friends.
brain workers. Use the following: schmidt, the only surviving member the coast this winter. The show will
Compound syrup of hypophosphites, of the family, whose story of the continue over tomorrow.
"Mildred" writes: "I am constant- 5 ozs.; tincture cadomene, 1 oz. Mix
ly embarrassed because of the fact of shake we'll and take a teaspoonful
I have abso- before meals.
my extreme thinness.
in.
color
no
my face or lips
lutely
and am dull and life'ess most of the
Farmer's Wife asks. "Will you
time. Please advise me what to do." please tell me how to overcome obes- Answer: If you are so thin and Itv?"
Answer: Obesity is burdensome
pale and your lips and cheeks color- Jess it is because your blood is de- Excessive fat on the human body is
ficient in red corpuscles. This can unnatural and frequently results seri
be easily overcome by the use of ously. The best and safest method
three grain
tablets, to reduce is to take regularly
which can be had from ary druggist arbolene tablets. They pre put up
In sealed cartons with full directions In sealed tubes with directions for
tor taking. When Jie blood is enrich- home use, and any
drug
ed by the use of these tablets your gist can supply them.
weight will increase, the color will
come back Into you face and lips,
AND
"Sara C." writes: "I am constip
$3.90
ana It will improvo your general sys- ated and have a greasy skin. Suffer
CASH
tem so that you will become strong from headache, inaigestion and some
recomVALUE.
to
RETAIL
I
and healthy.
wish
$13.00
RBQULAR
you
kidney trouble.
snd onr
W porrhftsed several carloadi of thist beautiful dinner-wamend a remedy."
Ann,,iA., i h. mDriiranrnni,
vi.a :ia an nvoluaivA riARltrlt
We re charging part ot the cost to "advertising
low
a
id
very
price.
"Edia" writes. "I suffer with
Answer: The best remedy to re
ipense." and only auk yon to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
ii.
et. n la ol a Deautuui uoamoB" opbikq auu vmuuuv uo iplloatedboth
rheumatism ail the time and I shall lieve and cure chronic constipation
for leas than $14 in any retail china store. It Is guaranteed bj
Juallty
and
ourselves.
In every sack of LARABEE'S Floor. Send OS Ave
la a coupon
There
be very glad if you can tell me some- is called three-graisulpherb tablets
1
k .(....ft ny..ral n atnro.B mntloT nniRP. ftllA M Will
tL
end you one of these biantlfu'l sets by frefifht. Address coupons and
made from sulphur, cream of tartar
thing to relieve me."
ot the Larnhee Flour
Company,
to The China Department
address Plainly.
Be sure to write your name andS"'ri
Taken regulargulohinson, Kansas.
Anwer: I can give you a prescrip- and herb medicines.
The coupons in LAKABBE'S Flour are also good for KoKers1 Silverware
and other valuable premiums Ask for deaonpiive circular.
is purified, the bowels
tion which will not only relieve, but ly the blood
acGEIJ
into
stimulated
liver
healthy
and
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
is
This
will cure your rheumatism.
a
MAN-makes
are
Delight
Flour
that
LLFD
etablished.
cure
Baking
a
They
tion and
my favorite remedy and from the
sealed tubes with hill dimumber of letters, received from peo- packed in
rections. These tablets are splendid
ple who have used it proves its value
children as they do not gripe or
in curing rheumatism. The following for
sicken.
a
is wade by mixing well, taking
of nothing
"Mamma" "I know
teaspoonful at mea'i times and again
l,
better for bedwettlng than: 1 dram
before retiring: Conip. essence
tinc1 oz.; comp. fluid balmwort 1 of tincture cubebs, 2 drams of
1 oz. com.
and
aromatic
5 ozs.;
rhus
ture
comp.,
sarsaparllla
oz.; syrup
10
Iodide of potassium, 2 drams; wine fluid balmwort. Mix. The dose is
before
one
hour
water
in
15
sodium
to
one-hadrops
ounce;
of colchicnm,
meals.
salicylate, 4 drams.

777

15he

mi

Others, who read and ana w er ads. in this newspaper want (ad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
Cn

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye'.s, of all pv
slble sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the beet
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HOW

10

MAKE A

ORCHARD MORE

PROFITABLE
MEMBER OF AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE FACULTY WRITES AN INTERESTING PAPER

The following article by Fabian
Garcia; member of the faculty of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, will be of interest to every possessor of an orchard
in this state:
Green Manure Crops
When crops are grown in orchards
in the Intervals between the regular
crops or the normal season of tillage,
These
they are termed over crops.
crops are valuable in the orchard

through affording a cover to the land,
improving the physical condition, and
increasing the nlant food elements in
the soil when plowed under. When
crops are to be used for cover alone,
as a: rule they are started not earlier
I." this way
as
than
thorough tillage tan be ,?iven the orchard during the earlier part of the
growing season, and the benefits from
the cover crops can be had later in
the fall and winter. On the other
hand, if the crop is to be used as
green manure, it may be planted in the
early summer, if it is a warm climate
plant If it 1s a cold climate plant,
it may be started in the late fall,
during winter or early spring, depending upon the severity of the winter.
In the past, few if any of the New
Mexico orchardists have practiced the
growing of cover crops, either for
cover alone or for plowing under as
green manure. At the present tim
some Interest is being
liowever,
aroused along this line, and one of
the important questions is, "Which
are the best crops for this purpose "
There are many crops that can be
grown In orchards for plowing under,
of both the leguminous and
plants. Good results have
been secured at the experiment star
tlon with some of the cold climate
legumes, particularly with the WhUe
Marrowfat, GolMarrowfat, Black-Eye- d
den Vine, and San Luis Valley peas.
On March 6, 1912, 15 pounds of each

necessary to run a disc over them beCONCERT TO BEGIN
fore plowing them under.
TWO CARBUNCLES
These peas can be started in the
milder parts of the state in fall or
AT
winter. The earlier they are started
SHARP
BACK OF HECK the
sooner they can be plowed under
in the spring. The earlier they are
Suffered Intense Agony. Could Not plowed under in the spring the less TWO SHOWS WILL BE GIVEN AT
summer
THE DUNCAN TONIGHT FOR
Rest or Sleep. Used Cuticura they will interfere with the
cultivation and mulching of the orTHE PRICE OF ONE.
Soap and Ointment Carbuncles chard land. These peas are easier to
Gone.
Completely Cured.
grow than many of the other legumes,
"Roney's Boys" arrived this afterand they are excellent fertilizers.
noon from Albuquerque on train No.
Votonm's Homo, Napa Co.; Oal.
"I
FABIAN GARCIA.
10. They gave an excellent concert
was afflicted with two carbuncles on the
March 12, 1913.
in the Y. M. C. A. ball which was
back of my neck. The doctor said they
were t he largest carbuncles he
attended by a 'large number of peocut Haw. I suffered the most
Tople, including many children
intense agony, so much that
I could not rest or sleep for
night in the Duncan opera house they
about a month. One was THERE WAS SOMETHING will appear In a concert under the
lanced four times. When the
auspices of the Y. M. C. A. The!
nrst began to get better an
program will begin promptly at 8:301
other broke out and was
STIRRING
LAST
NIGHT
equally as painful as the first
at Van Der Voort and
o'clock,
one. I beard of Cuticura Soap
vaudeville team, the regthe
Browne,
and Ointment being good for such things,
so I procured a box of Cuticura Ointment
IT WAS THE WIND AND IT MADE ular attraction at the Duncan for toand a cake of Cuticura Soap. 1 washed
night, will put on their show ImmeEVERYBODY WAKEFUL AND
both the carbuncles with Cuticura Soap
diately
following the Roney concert.
TERRIBLY
GROUCHY,
frequently whenever any pus began to
One
admission
price will suffice for
gather, and applied the Cuticura Ointment.
I felt relief after the first use of Cuticura
first of xhe "Big March both hows, which are high class,
The
Boap and Ointment, and In a week's time
Winds" came last night in full uni- though of an entirely different naboth carbuncles were gone and I was com
ture.
been
troubled
cured.
not
since.
I have
pletely
form, , rattling around lijouises and1
"I also liad eczema of the scflp. My whistling through cracks in a way
Everywhere the Roneyss have playscalp itched fearfully and pimples began to
in New Mexico they have pleased
ed
break out which emitted pus, and my head that made many a man decide not
to attend his club but to stay at their hearers. In Santa Fe they rebecame sore and scaly. I had dandruff also.
I used Cuticura Soap for a shampoo with home by his cheerful and cosy fire ceived great commendation from the
liot water, and used tho Cuticura Ointment
side and read his paper. Last night New Mexican. The Herald, of Albuon my s a!;, and It affonled instant relief,
had the following to say in
followed by a:soluteeure. " (Signed) George
was a sample of the weather we are querque,
last night's issue of the matinee conU. Wutsull, Dec. 11, 1911.
to expect for the rest of this month,
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
cert given by the boys In the Duke
sold throughout the world, liberal sample of if one would believe the old timers,
afternoon:
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-and Fire Chief Phillips cays it should City yesterday
selections from Bach,
Rendering
d
dress
"Cuticura. DcpLT, Boston." be an
example to careless housewives
"Tender-face- d
men should use C uticur
Schubert, Handel, Gounod
and others who are in the habit of Wagner,
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free
and other noted composers with an
leaving hot, unbanlced fires either In ease and
grace that delighted the
the kitchen stove or In the furnace.
Boys' Concert comaudience,
Roney's
of the above named peas were sown
Had a fire originated in the west
pany apiieared before a packed house
broadcast in a pear orchard and plow- side of the town last night it might
in the Elks' theater this afternoon.
ed under to a depth of 3 to 4 inches. have spread over the entire city and
The afternoon performance wras esEach 15 pounds was planted in a plat all the fire departments in the state
for the youngsters, and that
2x400 feet, or at the rate of a little-ove- could not have extinguished it. pecially
it immensely was provenjoyed
they
a bushel to the acre. The
Many a serious blaze has originated en by the enthusiastic applause which
had been irrigated on o'J.unry from fires left in stoves which have
selection. The Roney's
a burned out flues. With a wind such greeted every
21, was wet enoifgh to produce
Boys scored especially In the numas swept the city last night a fire bers in which
good germination. Two irrigations
they appeared in cos9
29
were
the
nad
May
given
peas in one house might have burned tume. The so'io and chorus, "Sanc-tus,- "
before they were plowed under. There much property. Let every housewife
from "St. Cecelia's Mass," by
was no very material difference in or any other person take special pre- Gounod, the boys
wearing surplice
growth between the Marrowfats and caution for the rest of this month and cassock, proved one of the most
the San Luis Valley peas. The latter and see that no are is left in snch brilliant numbers on the entire prohas slightly smaller leaves and pods, a condition that might prove disas- gram. The ever popular classic
trous should a, heavy wind arise.
but It has a more erect growth.
"Johnny Schmoker," was also" adThe temperature
On June 6 when they were plowed
took a decided mirably done. All in all the little
under the vines were two to three drop in sympathy with the high wind, lads made a big hit this afternoon
feet high and very thick on the the official thermometer registering and it is almost certain that a big
ground and full of pods. The vines a minimum of 16 degrees. Many wat- house will attend the second performance tonight.
had tangled up so much that It was er pipiess were frozen.

1

8:30

H',3

land-whic-

.;Cs

Less

1- -3

Every dollar you spend now in our storte is worth one third more than

'

Trunks
Suit Cases

Pajamas
Bath Robes

Grips
In fact every article in the store goes for

Per Cent Less

THE HUB

Ladies and Misses Spring Coats
Dresses in Serges & Wool Challies

t

1

5.00 to $16.75
7.00 to 18.50

2.00 to

Dresses in Ginghams and Linen Suitings.
Dresses in Voils, Lace & Embroiders
Silk, Satin and Gingham Petticoats
Ladies Skirts in Cotton & Wool
Childrens White & Colored

3.75

7.50 to 12.50

-

Ladies white and colored Waists

65 to

6.50

.60 to

5.50

1.00 to 11.00

'.

Dresses

25 to

io Yards 15c

Stevens Crash

$1.00

See our 5,

Silkolines

10 & 15c

I2jc quality

Embroideries

3 yds for 25c

4.75

American Lady Corsets

6 Large 35c

Model

Bath Towels

$3.50 for
4.00 lor
2.25 for

215

435
242

Q1.

$1.75
2.00
1.50
1.75

5lStout 2.50 for...

ST&RE

SELLERS WRY
TJtT.e
TO

SEEK

EXTEND

Store.

Stiller lor- -

TlTLBLt

Lews

TRADE

Ottawa, Ont, March 14. Richard
Grigg, commissioner of commerce,
departed from the capital today en
route to the far east. Mr. Grigg's mission is (regarded as one of extraordinary importance in connection with
the plans for the extension of Canadian commerce abroad. He will visit
Yoko'aama, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and
othei important commercial centers of
Japan and China and make a close
iudy of. the field. He will make a report of his observations to Hon. G. B.
minister of
Foster, tht Dominion
trade and commerce, who is to visit
China and Japan on his way home
from Australia where he is now at
tending the sessions of the imperial
trade commission.

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YODB DOOR

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show ynu.

Las Vegas Automobile

arrangements have been completed
for the reception and entertainment
of the many visitors
expected in
Jacksonville next week fer the
convention of the National
Hardware Dealers' association. Advices received by the local jommit-tee- s
indicate that the convention win
be one of the largest and most notable trade gatherings of the year.
Special trains will bring large delegations of visitors from Chicago, Boston, New York, New Orleans and
other points. In connection with the
gathering there will be a large exhibition by manufacturers of tools
and hardware.

Phone Main 344,

&

Macbioe

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Prtps

E. Las Vegas,
New Mexico

Electric Light
is the ideal
illumintxnt.
Hqlvc your
home wired

rebels has not Interfered with the
regular program at any time. Racing
will be continued Informally at :he
track for several weeks as there is
still time to elapse before the own
ers care to start their horses for
Jamestown, Louisville and Latonia.
FORMER BANKERS TO APPEAL.
New Orleans, La., March 11. An
. .
aavan
i
semrm:e

OW.

1

appeal trom tneir
years at hard labor In the state penitentiary will be made tomorrow by
II.
Eugene F. Buhler and Joseph
Gomila, president and vice president,
respectively, of the defunct Teutonia
bank. Tho men were convicted of
having received deposits after they
knew the institution to be Insolvent.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.
Main 206

4

1

.

IS

M

f

ready-to-wea-

The season has been one of the most
successful in the history of the club.
The fact that the city has been alternately in the hands of federals and

Caps
Shoes
Q loves

3

V"

IILIIL

END OF JUAREZ MEET
Ciudad Juarez, Mex., March 14.
After 109 days of racing the regular
winter meeting of the Juarez Jockey
club will come to an end tomorrow.

Sweaters
Hats

33

VI,

i

(

You will find in stock a larger assortment
r
of the following
goods:

DEALERS TO MEET.
Jacksonville, Fla., March 14. All

Than what it formerly sold for.

1--

T"4
' i

I

HARDWARE

go for

Suits

:

I
I

h

stock in order to make room for new Summer goods that are now beginning to
arrive. There will be no reservations in this sa!e. Everything in the store will

33

Mil

UUuHJiJ

p.

An unseasonable Spring makes it necessary for us to sacrifice our immense

Overcoats
Underwear
Socks
Collars

jnillffl

post-car-

MONEY

i

6EVEN

3

i

rr

1

1

ft

i

m

t:
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LOCAL NEWS

SftTHRDAY

OUDAY-TUESD-

AY

II

ij

Don't forget

We do

Adv.

20c
$1.50

50 pounds Good Potatoes
100

pounds Sugar

16

pounds Sugar

,

80c
$5.75
-

$L0O

30c

packages Coffee
Good Bulk Coffee
4

25e
MADE

BEST FLOUR
SO

pounds Cream Loaf

DO

pounds LHy

$1.50

i..$1.40

3 boxes 10c package crackers
2

25c

packages Macaroni, Vermicelli or Spaghetti

15c

Discount on other goods

5

It will pay you to take

advant-

age of this.
J. II. STEARNS
; nutans-- s

CRYSTAL BUTTER

I

IS MADE FR.OM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GR.OCER.

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

f

g

AND BLOCKED

A. P. Moran, editor of the Las Ve
gas Democrat, Is indisposed today ana
unable to be at his desk.

Strictly Fresh Eggs er dozen
100 pounds Good Potatoes

Cleia-ta-

in Lsdies' and Men'g goods,
Kid Cloret, Lsce; etc.
HATS CLEANED

St Patrick's dance at

F. B. Hall Monday the 17th.

illcUneioDry

fromWschcolS

LlliOLEufJ

523 SIXTH STREET

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bour
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.

8

News

PARISIAN
DRYCLEANERS

Light automobile lamps at 6:53
o'clock this evening.

15
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Call tad Deliver

Yesterday r.fternoon Governor Mc
Donald sent to the senate the nomi
nation of EJward D. Tittman of Si
erra county for a member of the
board of regents of the Normal Uni
versity. The governor also nominated
our president. Dr. Frank H. H. Rob
erts, as a member of the state board
of education. The school's congrat
ulations are extended to our most
worthy president.

Last Friday evening, at La Casa
de
Ramona, the members of the Nor
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
mal basketball teams were very enin the wood. Direct from the distil
Joyably entertained by Misses Lola
lery to you. At the tobby, of course.
and Phoebe Russell, who
Hixenbaugh
Send
us
Adv.
your name and street number and we will put you on our mail- are members of the girls' team. The
entertainment was in the form of a
Public Sale At Erb and
ing list Ike Davis, Cash Grocer.
basketball
game, waste paper baskets
;
Adv.
farm, Tuesday, March 18. Hor
being used for the goals and cush
ses, mules, seed, farming implements
Two marriage licenses were issued ions for the ball. Dainty refreshments
and household goods at your own
afternoon at the county were served uurlng the evening.
Don't
the
yesterday
date.
price.
forget
court house. The couples made hap
Professor Cornell of the business
Isldoro Apodaca yesterday after py were Alejandro Gonzales, aged 25,
and
history departments gave a short
noon applied at the court house for and Lusinda Aragon, aged 16, both
talk
before the student body Monday.
of
$14 as bounty upon seven coyotes
Trementina: and Margarita Gu
killed by him near Chaperito. Frank tierrez, aged. 17, of Jail Encierro, and He took for his subject the song
' What Yuh Gwine Ter Do When the
M. Delgado applied for f 4 as bounty Eduardo Sanchez, aged 23, of Cora
Comes 'Round," and he made it
Rent
upon a wild cat and a coyote Miled zon.
quite
plain to tne students that one
by him In Precinct 14.
A large amount of damage was done of the greatest things in life is to
The Modern Woodmen of America by the wind storm last night. Old be prepared when the "rent comes
wfll hold their regular meeting to settlers say it was the worst storm 'round," whether the rent comes in
the form of financial requirements,
night In the W. O. W. hall. All mem- that has ever visited the city. The
social
obligations, or as our duty to
bers are requested to be present. old woolen mills on the east of the
the
world.
This talk was the first
will
be transacted. Santa Fe Railway company's tracks
Special business
were blown to the ground and part which he has made before the stud
Sells Floto advertising car No. 3 of the stone foundation of the struc- ents since coming here about the
first of the year, and it was highly
passed through this afternoon on ture east of the main building also
train Xo. 1. The first show of the was destroyed. Perry Onion and Son enjoyed.
season for this company will be given were also among those smitten last
Wednesday the Philomathean Lit
at Albuquerque the latter part of this night, the wind Honing one of the
erary
society held its regular meetmonth. Las Vegas evidently is too smoke stacks of the heating plant
for the election of officers for
windy a city for these people, as the down and breaking a large portion of ing
last time the show gave a performance the glass roof of the green houses, the remaining portion of the year.
here the famous Las Vegas wind blew The damage is estimated at $150. Les- The following otficers were elected:
the tents down.
ter Sands, upon arising this morning president, Professor J.. C. Baker;
vice president, Miss Marie Clement;;
saw his hay rack in a dilapidated conEuxton evidently is a location in dition surrounded by many other im secretary and treasurer, Pryor Tim- which hunting for wild game is a plements that were left last night in- mons; critic, Professor G. R. Cor
Miss Liva Lichty;
sport rewarded wefi with spoils. Yes- side the fence that surrounds his resi- nell; marshal,
Miss Gladys Carroon was chosen as
terday J. D. Johnston applied at the dence, overturned on the other side.
editor of the "Newsy Notes," which
court house for $60 as bounty on 26
is the official organ of the society.
coyotes and four wild cats killed
Following the election of officers the
near Buxton, while F. B. Xeill asked
society listened to several excellent
for $14 as bounty on three coyotes
TOMORROW
piano selections by Volney Paulson.
and four wild cats killed in the same
at the Y. M. C. A.
precinct.
The Normal band will give a con
4'
cert
tonight in front of the Duncan
The following civil service examJunior class 9:30 o'clock.
opera house. This concert will be
inations will be held here on the
Postponed Business men's class
given for the benefit of the Roney
dates mentioned: April 2, laboratory
o'clock,
entertainment given under the
Boys'
helper, entrance salary $600 per anBasketball games 7 o'clock.
auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
electrical engineering
num; April
Tonight
inspector
(male), salary ranging
Ronev Boys pntrtninmpTit 8:30
With the comins of Professor Cor
irum i,uu io i,auu; April 7, agronell the school has been placed in
nomist in sugar cane Investigations,
a position to again offer a complete
mechanical engi$2,500; April
course in mechanical drawing. An
neering inspector, salary ranging
CLUB
Interested
and interesting class has
from $1,200 to $1,500. All other inrecently been organized in this
formation may be obtained from J.
R. Lowe at the local postoffice.

PHONE MAIN

35

2--

G'Q'A L A H 3 VJ O O D
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

At The Home of Ibe Best of Everylning Eatable

SPECIAL GASH SA
FEBRUARY 15 17 18
25 pounds
100 pounds
16 pounds

oars
7
(
w

?

bars Lenox Soap
nais lar (Soap
lmes To',f t Snap

$1.50
--

,

5

40

,

5,75
no

;
,

,

Armourita Toilet Soap
3 Mb. boxes Pure Gloss Starch.
f
3 bottles of Blueing
1 sack Loss Patent Flour
1 sack Old Homestead Flour
3 packages of Ralston Self Raising Buckwheat Flour
1 dozen Strictly Fresh Eggs
.".
,
Standard Hams, per lb
Standard Bacon, per lb
Large pails Pure Lard
Mediums palls Pure Lard
,
Small pails Pure Lard

j
?L50
1.40
25
20

,
, .

.22
1.30
63
.40

THE GRJUF & DAYWARD CO. STORE

defeated
'ho "ere
'SE.rtWPttSJS.
Christians,
tb
lust
by
Saturday
night
Tomorrow night at the
mm1!
ittho Troc"hrf prtfliis. This
. ouuuay
.
!
,, , . ,ij,fv
uuuier 01 ine series 01 d...J...M,l
i.mi "'!M . jj .
basketball games will be played. The
pl:iyer.Vhrafe sore to give the Bap
.Methodist with all their fame and tists a good run. The usual inttian
honor will meet the Christians, who same will be played from 7 until 8
have the next strongest team in the o'clock and will furnish a source of
The
Although the Methodists arc, amusement for the spectators.
of course, confident of victory, the attendance at the gamr i baa been
Christians eay that the game win not Email so far, tut a larger attendance
ever
," a wMkaway for fcitiw team and j H ( xpted to morrow r;h:ht than
!.
mi'.'
the ChrV b;fo."e. The usual price of admissSon
rh'-,1U ,t on tb; w',11 1 cha.-gef-l,
tn cents c4 15 f.vu
,;i.k ; M"'
.
i'hUll-Hr in
t
THE BASKETBALL

GAMES

Y. M. C. A.

1

Every Woman Is

Interested In Dress

fJ

the year
the wearers
when
approaching
must depend upon the skill of
and the season

U

of

M

I

the troner for the "natty" ap
pearance of her tub dressei.
Do you know we do this
work, and lift a dress from the
common place to one that shows
taste and refinement and imakes
the wearer seem daintily clad?

.

Our Prices Are Popular

Las

Veas

Si earn

Phone Main SI

til? Dout:i.$

William Coleman Toft this afternoon
for Wagon Mound where he will preIMire a camp for a number of hunters
who will leave here for that place to
morrow.

I Kahle,

the well known official
of the Wells Fargo Express company,
csme in from his headquarters at Al
buquerque last night on a few days'
visit to the local office.
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"Just Like Home
Made"

PURE FR.UIT
AND SUGAR
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J. C. JOHNSEN
COMPLETE

HOME
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SON

FURNISHERS

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasltaut Cashier.
Davis, Vice President.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking

Interest Paid on Time Depcslta
SET5!

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"HI TS

QUALITY

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on Hunts"

if

you

want the highest

quality in canned fruits

At

J. H. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy tows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the above main principles of modern
ing designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
milk- -

That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.
-

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or anotl.er in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk rooffl makes the cleanest 'dwelling not even a
clean plpce for milk until it is bottled and scaled.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
Las Vega.

( Owr

Pacific St.
South
v
;

FPED E. CORBETT
Prop

Phone Main
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOTl BALE Piano and
100 selections. China

Laundry
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prices at which to buy in LAS VEGAS.
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Use The Best
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The regular spring vacation for the
Normal will begin next Monday and
SECRETARY IS AUTHORIZED TO continue one week. The students are
PLACE SIGNS UPON ALL THE
with pleasure to
looking forward
ROADS NEAR HERE.
this refreshing
rest from school
work and all are resolved to show
Last night at the meeting of the that the vacation Is a good thing, by
board of directors of the Commercial coming back doubly strong into the
club, W. II. Stark, secretary of the routine of studies, after Easter.
organlazlton, was authorized to purIf you haven't received pur special
chase posts and other implements
necessary to install the signs that list phone us and we will gladly send
are to be placed on the public high- you one. Ike Davis, Cash Grocer.
ways. These signs will be placed Adv.
east, south and west of Las Vegas,
as the highways r.iea by the tourists lie mostly in this direction. It
was decided Inst night that cedar
At
posts will be used in the erection of
the signs which measure 10 by 24
All
Inches, and these will be backed by
a one inch pine board.
The signs are to be placed on the
highways as soon as the material
can be obtained. The board also approved of the luncheons which will
be given in the club rojms to promote the welfare of Las Vegas. The
first luncheon will b given on
Thursday, March 20, and aU members
and others tire cordially Invited to
attend. A small ffp will bp charged
to pay the expenses of the feed, but
this will be an incidental part of the
meeting, as several of the most prom- 1
of Las Vfgas have
inent cltlfcc-nagreed to deliver speeches.

1913

PATTERNS.

DIMTORS MEET

After a brief hearing late yesterday
afternoon Judge David J. Leahy adjudged Hugh Calloway in contempt
of court and sentenced him to serve
a term of six months in the county
jail. The Jail sentence was suspend1
ed upon Calloway's paying to his divorced wife, Mrs. Minnie Calloway,
all alimony due her upon an order
rendered by tne cort at the time the
divorce was granted. Calloway immediately paid over the money to
Wftliam B. Stapp, deputy county
clerk. Under the court's order he
will be obliged to pay the sum of
$20 a month for the support of his
three children, who are under the
care of their mother. Judge Ieahy
told Calloway
that a parent must
care for his children eren if he oe
legally separated from their mother.
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Potatoes
Potatoes
,
Potatoes
Sugar
Sugar
unite Star Soap

before you buy

COME IN AND SEE OUR-

16-1-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

100 pounds
50 pounds

PLEASE

10

room tah!r:
Grand avenue.

player, with
cubbard,
ami refrigerator. V
din-ir.-

'The Coffee Man"

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

